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SUMMARY 
Investi gation of the thermal diffUsion phenomenon has 
transcended the me rely academic phase . It is  recognized that 
in some cases  thermal diffusion c an represent an effe ctive 
means of separating components� such as i sotope s in gase s, 
close b oiling components and isotope s in the liquid phase,  
and electrolytes in aqueous solutton . If  the separation in 
a thermal diffusion column could be predi cted, it would be 
pos si bl e  to scale up, make economic feasibility studies and 
othe r  pertinent calculations . Thus thermal di ffUsion would 
join the mass txans fer operations such as di stillation, 
extraction� and the relati vely ne w ion exchange . 
Thermal diffusion in gases has been adequately ex­
plained. Theorie s pertaining to liqui ds have b een varied 
but in general re quire the determinati on of postulated quan­
titie s ,  "heats of transport6" which have not yet been evalu­
ated. At pre sent there i s  no unified theory appli cable to 
gases  and liquids , since extrapolation of gas concepts to 
liquids bas not been successful .  
In this  report equations have be en derived based on 
the postulation that irreversible thermal diffusion can be  
repre sented as a quasistatic transport process  with the 
Boltzmann e quati on applicable . By considering gases as being 
composed of ideal particles, and liqui ds as condense d  gases ,  · 
a sys tem of e quations was derived which allowed, within about 
v 
30 per cent,  the succe s sful predi ction of separations to  be 
expected in helium-argon, neon-argon9 non-polar organic li� 
pairs and electrolyte s in aqueous solution . It was also pos­
sible to pre dict the dependenc e of the separation upon con­
centration and t emp erature . 
In the course of the mathematical development unknown 
quantities such as the parti tion function of a liquid mole­
cule .were introduce d. It was necessary to make pragmatic 
assumptions co ncerning the form and magnitude of the se func­
tions in order to pro ceed. The ·justific ation of these as­
sumptions re sts upon analogy, "reasonablen e stimates  and the 
apparently successful final re sult . 
Appli cation of the equations to electrolyte s  in 
aqueous solution gave agreement within about 30 per c ent 
except for sulfate s .  The search for the reasons behind the 
anomalous behavior of the sulfates led to a correction term 
which takes into account the ion-associ ation and other fac� 
involved in non-ideal behavior of ele ctrolytes . With this 
correction factor applied to all the e le ctrolytes� sulfates  
and non-sulfates ,  the experimental data and calculated pre­
di ctions were gene rally within approximately 30 pe r cent of 
each other.  Based on these re sults,  it would appe ar that the 
equations derived will be use ful in predicting Soret coeffi­
cients,  where no data are available� It  i s  suggested that 
the equations be further tested with the view of extending 
vi 
the concept s to mixed electrolyte solution s .  
The scarcity of reported Sore t coefficient s  prompted 
a new desi gn for a Soret cell, incorporating two cellophane 
du Pont PT-600 membranes .  The membrane s do not permit a 
macroscopic flow of soluti ono In addi tion, they apparently 
do not affe ct the dis tribution of components under condi.­
tions of no net transfer and henc e do not alter the Soret 
coeffici ent . The membranes partitioned the cell so that the 
"differential" v olume s contiguous to the hot and cold zones 
offered a . 050�inch diffusion path wi th the remainder of the 
cell offering a . 350-inch diffusion path. The entire "dif­
ferential" vo lume could be removed as a sample wi thout dis -
turbing the re st  o f  the cell . 
With this  ce ll, the CuS04-H20, CoS04-H20 and CuS04-
Coso4-H2o s�tems were inve stigated over a 0 .1-0 . 6  molar 
range , wi th temperature gradi ents  of 159°-59°F, l40°-40°F, 
and 100° ... 40°F. 
Soret coeffici ents increased monotonically from 9 . 0-
10 .3xlo-3 °c-1 over a 0.1-0 . 6  molarity range for cuso4 and 
?.0-7 o4xl0�3 °c-l for CoS04 over the same molarity range . 
For the mixed salt system, no signific ant change in Soret 
coefficient of e ach component was detected as a result of 
the mixir:g. The se re sult s  are about 10 per cent higher than 
Bosanquet ( 2 )  reported for the same experimental conditions, 
but wi th a cell partitioned in two equal halves,  separated 
by a cellophane membrane . Average v alue s  or concentration 
and temperature ror each hal£ were assumed.  
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At higher temperature s  it was round that the Soret co­
e££ic ient ror Cuso4 was e s sentially constant but at t he  lower 
te mperature s the Soret coe££icient decre ased w ith decreasing 
average temperature . The high temperature behavior is gen­
erally in accord with the predicted re sultsg based on the 
mathematical deriv ation . 
With a membrane lire of approximately one month, the 
cell, once assembledg was operate d continuously without dis­
mantling between runs .  Such ease of operation is a very 
attractive feature in con junction with the effective isola­
tion or t he bulk solution by the membrane s when removing the 
sample s .  It is the ref ore recommended that further data be 
obtai ned, as a fUnction of tempera ture d1££erence g mean tem­
perature and conce ntration so that a satisractor,y statistical 
analysis may be undertake n.  It is further suggested that a 
more durable membrane be found and integrated into the design 
or the cell use d  in thi s investigation. A thorough investi­
gation should als o  be launch ed to study the erre ct of this 
membrane on S9re t coe££icients .  
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PART I 
INTRODUCTION 
Thermal dirtusion i s  a transport proce ss, as are heat 
transrer and ordinary dirfusi on .  It  i s  more complex than 
heat trans.rer and ordinary dirrusi on be cause the temperature 
gra dient imposed upon the system usually causes  a migration 
or molecules with a concomitant concentration gradient .  The 
concentration gradient then gives rise  to an ordinary dir-
fusive rlux in the opposite dire cti on. A �teady state i s  
attained when both rluxes are e qual . Phenomenologically, 
this i s  represented as rollows : 
where 
Ji � the net rlux or the i
th componentg moles  
per unit area per unit time 
p = the molar density or the system, moles per 
unit volume 
Di ' = the coe rricient or thermal dirrusi on, area 
per unit time per degree , rererred to the 
i th component 
Di = the coerri cient or  ordinary dirrusion, are a 
per unit time , or the ith component 
g = the mole  rraction or  the ith component 
i 
( 1 )  
2 
T c temperature , degrees absolute 
• n c unit normal vector 
The initial recorded observation of a concentration 
gradient acros s  a system resulting from a temperature gradi ­
ent i s  attributed to Ludwig ( 22 ) , who noted the phenomenon 
in an aqueous solution of sodium sulfate . Subsequently, 
Soret ( 29 )  investigate d thi s effect more extensively with the 
re sult that thermal diffusion is sometimes referred to as the 
Ludwig-Soret or Soret effe ct .  It is usually found that the 
heavi er component migrate s down the temperature gradient. 
This i s  generally true for electrolytes in aqueous solution. 
Attempts to pre sent a unified, rigorous theory for 
thermal diffusion in gases and liquids have been unsuccessful 
due to a lack of knowledge concerning the liquid state . 
Though the rigorous mathemati cal treatment of thi s  non­
equilibrium pheno�enon in non-uniform gases i s  complex, it 
has been treated extensively by Chapman and  Cowling ( 6 ) ,  
Chapman (5 ) ,  Enskog ( 12 ) ,  Clark Jone s (6) and others with 
good results . T�e appxoach is from the kineti c  theory point 
of view utili zing assumptions concerning the intermolecular 
interactions, suc h as: 
a ) the molecule s behave as rigid ela stic sphere s ;  
b )  the molecule s exert a repulsive force , F, which 
varie s  inversely as the V th power of the dis tance  r, that 
is , F-= Kr-'IJ ; 
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c )  the molecules exert an inverse power attraction 
superimposed on an inverse power replusiong so that the re-
sultant force is  
K. �V K -Vi F = r - •r 
where K. and V refer to the repulsive force, /(' and V • to 
the attractive forceo The Lennard-Jones model of interaction 
i s  of thi s categoryo A comprehens ive survey of thermal dif­
fUsion in gases  is to be found in the text by Grew and Ibbs 
(14) .  
Liquid thermal diffusi on theori es have been far less 
sati sfactory since they are encumbered by the anomalous and 
abstruse behavi or of liquids .  A the oretical explanation of 
the e ffect was suggested by van't Hoff ( 18 )  in 1887, based on 
the supposition that the dire ction of the concentration grad­
ient was in conformity with the principle of  equality of 
osmotic pre ssure . Experimental re sults did not confirm the 
pre dicted effects and more complex concepts  were introduced.  
Liquid thennal diffusi on the orie s may be partitioned accord­
ing to two approache s :  kinetic and thermodynamic . The 
kine tic theory approach of Nernst ( 24) , Wirtz ( 36 ) , and Den­
bigh ( 10 )  conceived of liquid thermal diffusion as the trans-
port of activated solute molecule s from one equilibrium sit e 
to another in discrete jumps, requiring an "energy of.activa­
tion. " This energy serve d to break the cohe sive bond of 
solute and solvent g and, in addition, thi s activation energy 
4 
was al s o  assumed to provide the "energy o:r hole :formation." 
This is  the energy required to produ ce a hole in the solvent . 
The thermodynamic approach in non-i sothermal systems 
originate d wi th Eastman ( 11 )  and Wagner ( 34) . They imputed 
to this e ssentially irreversible phenomenon reversible char­
acteristi cs by negle cting the irreversible heat conduction. 
They then proceeded to tre at it by the usual means o:r thermo­
dynami cs ,  introducing a "heat o:r trans:rer," de:fined as the 
quantity o :r  heat absorbed by a di :r:rusing substance in moving 
:from one re gion to another.  To the se quasi-thermostatic 
me tho ds was added the theory based on the thermodynamics o:r 
irrevers ible processes  utilizing the Onsager reciprocal re­
lations . In developing an irreversible thernodynamic theory, 
de Groot ( 1.5 )  introduced a 11heat o:r transport," similar to 
the terms describe d previously. Macros copic theorie s, avoid­
ing the dire ct ut ilization of probability theory, vector 
analysi s, statistical analysis and mole cular energy terms, 
were propos ed by Porter ( 25),  Wereide ( 35 ) ,  Chapman ( 4) ,  de. 
Groot ( 1.5) , and others.  
Considerable intere st is focu·sed at The University o:r 
Tenne s see on li quid thermal diffusi on o:r  ele ctrolytes--single 
salt and mixed salt solutions . A horizontal continuous, 
countercurrent thermal di ffusion co lumn was designed and 
ope rated by Von Halle ( 16 )  with organi c solutions and a phe­
nomenological theory for the separati on behavior was pre senmd. 
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fUrther investigation of the operating characteristics of' the 
Vo� Halle column and other c olumn designs (with aqueous elec­
trolyte solutions) has been con�ucted ( 13 ). In addition, 
SOret cells have been designed and have proven success1'ul, 
giving consistent and reproducible results. A Soret or 
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Pigure 1. Schematic Represent•tion ot a 
Soret Cell 
interstitial liquid and .a cold surface, arranged contiguously. 
The hot surface i·s on top to avoid convective �urrents. 
There is no flow of material into or out of the cell, only a 
migration or molecules within the sy stem. Long (21) and 
Bosanquet (2), designed Soret cells and obtained Soret coef­
ficient data tor the CuS04-CoS04-H2o system at a steady state 
or "equilibrium. "  Soret coe.f.ficients are generally calcu­
lated .from the relation 
where 
(f • Soret coefficient 
�T • temperature di.f.ference across the cell 
x2, xl • mole .fraction o.f component 'o.f interest, at 
the cold and hot side, respectively 
Equation 2 can be obtained .from Equation 1 at steady state 
when the net .flux, Ji, is set equal to zero . It is also 
implicitly assumed that D•/D is independent o.f tem perature 
and concentration, and that (l-X1)/(l-X2) is approximately 
equal to unit y .  
6 
(2) 
It was apparent that extensiv e separation (Soret co­
efficient) data would be required if equation s describing the 
performance o.f the horizontal column and ot her columns were 
to have any utility . Soret coefficients vary, depending on 
the component, its concentration, and temperature. Reports 
ot Soret coefficients in the literature are sparse and sub­
ject to disagreement and heme an investigation was begun, 
w1 th the aim ot predicting Soret coe.f.ficients in liquids, 
specifically in aqueous solutions ot elec trolytes. 
Equations, based on a combination o.f theory and 
reasonable conjecture � have been derive d  and are the subject 
of Part II  of thi s re port.  The se equations enable the cal-
culation of separati ons without re sort to experiment . In 
additi on� another Soret ce ll has·been desi gned and consi der­
able Soret coe ffi ci ent data  have been obtained for single 
salt and mixed salt aqueous solutions of Cuso4, Coso4, and 
Cuso4-coso4. With the se data, it was possibl e to determine 
the variation of Soret coefficient with varied  concentration 
over the range 0.1 molar to 0 . 6  molar and wi th temperature 
over the range 100°-40°F to 140°-40°F.  The experimental 




DERIVATI ON OF EQUATIONS FOR PREDICTING 
THERMAL DIFFUSION SEPARATIONS 
In this chapter equations wi ll be derived  based  on the 
postulati on that irreversible thermal diffUsi on c an be  repre­
sented as a quasistatic transport process  with the Boltzmann 
equation applicable . By consi dering gases  as being composed 
of id�al particle s�  and liquids as condensed gases ,  a system 
of e quations will be derive d from which the separations to be 
expected can be calculated without re sort to expe riment. In 
the course of the mathematical development � unknown quanti­
tie s such as  the partition func tion of a liquid molecule will 
be introduced. It was nece ssary to make pragmatic  assump­
tions concerning the farm and magnitude of these fUnctions in 
order to pro ceed. It is realized full well that such assump­
tions as  we ll as the starting postulate i tself cannot be 
jus tified  on any firm theoretical basis ,  but they must be 
regarded rather as "educated conj ecture . " In defense of this 
approach� however� it should be pointed out that the li quid 
medi um  is  yet to be s atisfactori ly elucidated as f.ar as force 
fields,  molecular di stribution fUnctions , interactions, etc . ,  
are conce rned.  Many times engineers, when faced wi th a lack 
of information relating to their work are force d  to make 
9 
"educated  gues ses"  in order to proceeds and thi s  was done 
here . The justification of these assumpti ons rests upon 
analogy, "reasonable" estimate s and the appare ntly succes s ful 
final results . 
I .  PERFECT GASES 
.Initi ally, thermal dif'tusi on in a monatomic perf'ect 
gas system wi ll be considered since it will involve f'ewer 
assumptions . The entire derivation for this sys tem will be 
pre sented  and, thereafter, a parallel deri vati on for liquids 
will be given . In the following chapter experimental data 
will be compared with the pre di ctions from the developed 
equati ons . 
·Because . of the slowne s s  of the t hermal di f'f'Usion pro­
ce ss,  it wi ll be advantageous to consider this proce ss  not 
as an irreversible transport phenomenon but rather as a 
quasistatic process . The system will be envisioned as being 
initially in equilibriump at a uniform temperature . With 
the impos ition of the temperatur e gradient, thermal dif'fusion 
proce eds quasistatic ally, duri� which the sys tem i s  at all 
times infinitesimally near a state of e quilibrium, s o  that 
the Boltzmann distribution f'unction i s  applicable .  
Consider a thermal dif'f'usion apparatus composed o f  a 
hot surface, cold surface and interposed perf'ect monatomic 
gas . Establi shment of the temperature gradient caus es  a 
migration of the atoms.�� re sulting usually in a me asurable 
compositi on change at the hot and cold surfaces .  Assumi�g 
a quasistatic transport proc ess�  the Boltzmann equilibrium 
di stribution will be introducedo 
10 
For atoms in equilibrium.�� the ratio of the number of 
atoms in energy states r and s i s  given by the Boltzmann 
distribution e quat ion, 
-(E ..,E )/kT 
e r s 
where 
k = the Boltzmann constant 
The fo llowing nomenclature will be us ed: 
� i j c the number of atoms of component� i D  i n  energy 
state� j ,  per unit volume 
j = 0, 1.�� 2D o o ., n ) 
TH, T0 = the temperature of the ho t and cold wall, 
respectively9 degrees absolute 
Ni = the total number of atoms of component i 
v c: the volume of the cell 
(3 )  
s c tb.e cross s ectional area of the ce ll ( as sumed constant ) 
X = the l inear dimension along the temperature gradient 
L = the length of the cel l along the temperature gradient 
Ei j = the energy of an atom of component, i ,  i n  energy 
s tate , j 
E = the total ene rgy of the system 
k = the Boltzmann constant 
11 
Consider the system initially at a uniform tempera­
ture 1 T0 , with Ni/V == 1/ i . If at a time 9 ts , one s urface 
i s  brought to TH and the other to T0 , the temperature 
gradient will be rapidly establishe d.  It will be a ssumed 
that at ts migrati on has not yet occurred but i s  imminent 
and Equation 3 i s  applicable . Therefore , from the i deal gas 
equation, if the pre ssure of the sys tem i s  as sumed  constant, 







m Ni L 7l i L =- v T 
ia::l i=l 
posses ses  an energy per unit volume 
m 








It will be helpfUl to introduce another form of Equation 3, 
n 




1/in f e -E1 j/kT 




j=O e · 
12 
( 6 )  
Let Pi be defined as the partition :function for component 
i, then 
( 7 )  
j=O 
If Equations 6 and 1 are combined, wi th some rearrangement 1 
the re sult i s  
-Ein/kT � � ij e 7l
in = ( 8 )  pi 
n 




-Bij/kT ( 7li> 7li j  = -----­. 
pi 
( 8A) 
and combine this wi th Equation 5.  The re sult is Equation 91 
j=O 
Recalling that at time, t8, no migration has occurred, 
Equati on 4 is applicable . Substitution of Equation 4 into 
Equation 9 yields 
m n 
13 
(9 )  
(i lt. = L L ( 10 )  i=l j=O 
At some time after ts , thermal diffusi on will com­
me·nce, proceeding until tf' at whi ch time the system has 
attained a steady state and no further concentration changes 
can be detected. It is a ssumed that the thermal diffUsion 
phenomenon, occurring in a system closed to mass transfer, 
with a fixed temperature gradient , proceeds in a manner such 
that each incremental volume maintains a constant total 
energy £rom time t8 to time tr: (� )x, ta" ��)x, tr 
To justifY this assumption, an appeal will b e  made to the 
fact that the number of atoms per unit volume that have 
migrated from their posi tiona during the ts - tf time period 
is small compared to the number that have not .  Hence the net 
energy change re sulting from the difference between the en­
ergy of those atoms that have migrated, and the ones that 
have replaced them wi ll be small �ompared to the total energy 
of the unit volume . 
As a consequence of the abov e assumption, 





Qi " I: Ei j e -Ei/kT 
j=O 
and substitute � into Equation 11 . The re sult is 
Equation 13, 
14 
( 11 )  
( 12 )  
( 13 ) 
For clarity, Equation 13 wi ll be expre ssed in concrete form 
for a binary system, that is ,  let i=l,2 o Also drop the sub­
scripts tf and t8 • Equation 13 now becomes 
ox-
pl � Let ()( • - ..,.... e The evaluation o� (X will be  shown later p2 cq 
in thi s c haptero Equation 14 now is o� the � orm 
(15) 
The needed relationship between '7l1 and 712 c an 
be obtained �rom the kinetic theory '(lOg 24) and thel'Dlodynsmic 
ap,proache s to thermal di��usi on (119 34lCI Both of these  ap­
proache s yield 
( 16) 
That i sg the Soret coe�fioi ent11 0' 11 is  pro porti onal to Q.* 
( an energy o� trans port term) and inversely proportional to 
T
2
, where T i s  the absolute temperature o For an experiment 
with a fini te temperature gradi ent9 T i s  the ari thmeti c  
average temperatur.e ,  Tavgo I� TH and Tc are the b.ot and 
cold side temperatures9 re spective ly9 then 
or 
T T ro; T 2 H C c: avg 
16 
( 17) 
For the systems considered, the error introduce d in neglect­
ing (�T)2/4 amounts to� at most , 1 per cent. Equation 16 
i s  now of the form 
or 
Equations 19 and 2 are combined, 
yielding 
or 
( "fl2 ) H� H:l: Xaold 7{ 1 + 7l2 cold TO- TH 
�ot = { T/ � 2 T/ ) c: e 
1 2 hot 





(20 )  
Implicit in the above development i s  the imputation that 
H�=� and that the actual variati on in H* over the avg' 
temperature range TH, T0 introduce s  no appre ciable error. 
This w as verified for the extremes of experimental condi tions 
employed, and in Appendix Part II-F the verification i s  shown. 
Since the primary concern is with dilute solutions , 
where ( 1 +  1l2/ 7/1 ) � 1, define 
(21) 
where the quantitie s r and H* are to be determined.  Note 
the analogy between E qu ations 21 and 3 . From Equations 1.5 
and 21, 
In the determination of H� and r, it will be 




H*· Y/2 T' - = re 
111 
From these e quations and E qu ation 22 , 





( 23 )  
N2 � S !feB* /T (i-Wl+�2 � /( l+O:reB* /T>] dx (24) 
0 
Based on the assumption of a linear temperature gradi ent,  let 
Now set Tcl/z;  d T= -dz/z2; and with an appropriate change 
of integration limits , Equations 23 and 24 are transformed 
as follows: 
and noting s�v, 
1/Tc 
f dz z (l+(Xre li*z ) 1/TH 
19 
dz 
( 25 )  
( 26 )  
Equati on 26 can be altered by the method of partial fractions: 
or 
From thi s: 
\.11 Rl'·z tl H*·z r ( l +(Xre ) + l£Z = re 
'¥II: .!.. ; ex 
If tbis result is  c ombined with Equation 26, some rearrange­
ment yields 
If Equations 27 and 25 are added, much simplification i s  
effe cted and 
With  elimination of T0 between Equations 28 and 25, the 
result is 
1/Tc 
J dz z ( l+(XreH*z ) 1/TH 
20 
(27 ) 
( 28 )  
(29 )  
Unfortunately, no method has be en found for integrat­
ing E quation 29 in a close d form. It  has been neces sary to 
resort to an expansion of  the integrand in a Taylor series ,  
make appropriate assumptions pertaining to  uniform convergence 
of thi s series ,  and then integrate term by term . The mathe­
matical operations are shown in the Appendix, Part II-B.  The 
final m sul t is given below: 
where 
B* = Q. [-A[Xr + ( l-2A) + ( l-A) ] B O(r ( 30 )  




T aTe ( 30b )  
T 
C IC ln H � ( 30c ) 
It is apparent that Equation 30 is  insuffic ient to determine 
� and r .  It is neces s ary, there fore , to cons ider the fol­
lowing repr esentation of the concentration gradi ent: 
N2 
v 
atoms "f/, volume 
Tc 
T » temperature 
Figure 2. Concentration versus Temperature 
at Steady State 
The curves  drawn conform to n 
di/T 
'li=Cie since it was postu-
late d that 712; J11=reH·*/T. The curves have b e en drawn to 
indic ate the heavier component migrating down the temperature 
gradie nt, which i s  generally true . This need  not be the case 
since the analytical approach is general and hence it is in-
cons equential how a particular system behave s .  
At TA' 
from Equation 22; T0 i s  given by Equation 28 . 
At TB, 
again utilizing Equations 22 and 28 . 
From Figure 2, 
22 
( 31 )  
( 33 )  
i t  it i s  assumed that d 'fl1/dT is approximately constant in 
the TA-Tb range . Thi s seems to be a reasonable assumption 
since the separations encountered in thermal diffusion cells 
are usually small . 
In summary, there are four non-linear alge braic equa­
tions wi th four unknowns . To add to the difficulty of ob­
taining a solution, these unknowns are implicitly bound in 
the e quations . The equations (Equations 30, 31, 32, and 33 ) ,  
after some s impli fication, are presented be low.  The algeb� 
manipulation of Equati on 33 i s  shown in detai l  in the AppenM%, 
Part II-C .  
H* = C [ -ACXr + ( l-2A) + ( l-A) ] B (Xr 
23 
( 30 ) 
where A, B ,  and C are defined by Equations 30a, JOb , and 
30c . 
T 





( l+CX=� )/(l+CXreH�TA) 
N H'T ( N 
1 t 0() ( re . B ) 
2 
(l+()(rJffTa) 
( 31 ) 
(32 ) 
(33A ) 
( 28 )  
Equations 28, 30-33A, in conjunction wi th a knowledge 
ot (X, TH and Tc enable the calculation of the separation 
to be expected tor two perfect gases . Though the calculation 
procedure require s a sizable amount of tedium, there are 
"sho rt cuts" which will be explained in the Appendix, Part 
II-A. A parallel derivati on for liquids is pre sented below. 
II . LIQUIDS 
All that ha s  been written and as sumed ror gases  berore 
Equation 4 will be considere d to hold ror li quids . This in­
cludes the postulation or a quasistatic proce s s  and the 
validity or the Boltzmann di stribution. However, because or 
the re lativ ely small coerricient or expansion or liquids , no 
temperature dependence will be indicated ror �i at ts , 




� L  ( 4L-A) 
i=l 
The subsequent deriv ation ror the gas system is ap­
plicable through Equation 9. Becaus e or the change intro­
duc ed by Equati on 4L, the li quid counterpart to Equation lD 
is now 
( lOL) 
Again all argument s proceed as berore , with the absence or 
the T0/T term. The derinitions , 0: = P1 Q2 and �2 = re'#'/T 
p2 Q.l 771 
are similarly introduce d  with the following re sult: 
and 
Nl+(XN2 ff*/T /l1 = V / { l+(Xre ) 
25 
( 22L ) 
( 29L )  
The expansion of the integrand of Equation 29L is 
shown in the Appendix, Part II-B.  The final re sult is given 
below: 





B = ln H ¥0 
( JOL-a )  
(30L-b ) 
( 30L-c ) 
The re st of the li quid development parallels that for 
gases in principle but di ffers in one important aspect .  · 
Whereas in Figure 2 it is noted that 
N 
the temperature s where � = -l and 
1 v 
thi s is no t the case for liquids . It 
TA and TB represent 
T> == N2 respectively, ' ( 2 v' 
wi ll be not ed from 
26 
Equation l$ that for liquids , 
i f  �1�N1/V at TA, then 
Nl N2 ( f71 +0( Jl2 )=(y+O(y), so that �2=N2/V also at  TA. Figure 3 
below illustrates  this s.i tuation. 
'll 
Tc c 
T, tempe rature 
Conce ntration, n � and Concentra-
tion Ratio .I) /{2/ ' ( 1, versus Temperature at Steaay State 
Figure 3 .  
Therefore,  from Equation 30L it  i s  po ssible to  calcu­
late a set of (r, H*) values and there ·remains the task of 
culling the corre ct (�, H*) pair from the equations given 
be low . 
H* 
re'I!I ( 34) 
which allows the calculation of a TA corresponding to 
(r, H*) .  The correct (r, H*, TA ) values can be determined 
by substitution into Equati on 35: 
27 
(3.$) 
Bquation 3.5 assume s ( d  Yl2/d.T) and {dT{ 1/dT) are constant 
ove r the TH9TA interval o This would appear to be justified 
in view o.f the small s eparati on obtained in thermal di.f.fusion 
experiment s o  This assertion and it s justification will be 
consi de red in mo re detail in the Appendix9 Part II-Go I.f the 
expressions .for 7l1.�� 7l29 ( d  '1'l2/dT ) 9  and ( d  )(1/dT ) are 
substituted into Equation 35, and some rearrangements are 
made9 the result is Equation 36: 
e
H*/TA [ 'fA2 (l+(XreH*/TA) .... H* (TH ... TA) ] 1 c ------��---------------------------------
e
B*/TA [ TA2 ( l+(XreB*/l'A) + H"CXreB*/TA(TrTA)] 
The __ mathematical manipulations are shown in the Appendix9 
Part I_I-Do 
( 36 )  
In summary 9 EquatJnDB 30"-LJ 34P and 36  parmi t the evalu ... 
ation o.f the correct r9H* pairo A calculation 6short cut" 
obviate d the need .for burdensome trial and error calculationso 
mhis will be explained in the Appendix9 Part II-Ao 
III . THE EVALUATION OF (X 
pl Q.l o<. = --p2 � 
1 .  Perfect Monatomic Gases  
28 
Let Es denote the total energy pe r at om.  Therefore, 
Es = ETR + ERoT + EviB + EELEcT + EMisc 
where 
( 37 )  
ETR = translational energy 
EfioT = rot ational energy 
EviB = vibrational energy 
EELEcT = ele ctronic energy 
EMISC = miscellaneous energy terms 
For a perfect monatomic gas, ERoT and EviB are 
equal to zero . At the temperature s considered, it i s  as­
sume d that a negligible number of atoms are in excited 
elec tronic state s, that is, all the atoms are in their 
r-J 0 ground state, i ndicate d by EELECT == E • 
From the principle of equiparti tion of � nargy and 
the definition of a p artition function, 
( 38 )  
Classical stati stical mechanics and quantum theory predict 
where 
PTR = ( 27f mkT )
3/2 � = cma f3 -b = f (m,./3 ) ( 39 ) 
a, b, and c are constants and �= �. As sume JV kT 
PMISC can be expres sed similarlyp 
and note for an ideal monatomic gas 
Then Equation 38 becomes 
From the definition of Q9 it can be shown that 
and., therefore, 







Q "' -( cc' ) (ma+a ' ) [ e -E"/3 fJ- ( b+b') [ -E"- ( b+b' �-1]] 
( b  and b i A.,; 2) 
Since � generally ranges from several thousand ele ctron 
volts to higher values,p and f3 ... 1=.026 electron volts,p it  
seems reasonable t o  assume (b+b ' >f3 -l << E0 o Then 
and 
Q c: (cci) ma+ai e""Eo_S ,S - (b+bi) Eo (44) 
30 
(45) 
The ca lculation or E2°/E1°, the ratio or the ground state 
electronic energies or components 1 and 2, is obtained 
by summing the energy or every electron or the atom. The 
electronic energy is the energy nece ssary to remove an 
electron in its ground state rrom its orbit to inrinity, 
that is , the ionization potential . The data are available 
in Atomic Energy Levels ( 23 )  and other texts . In Figure 4, 
log Z versus log I . P .  are plotted9 where Z is the atomic 
number and I . P . is the ionization potenti al .  The se data 
are plotted ror 2 2 
1 2 2 ls si9 ls so, ls  2s si, • • • , etc . ,  
and a curve is drawn relating Z to I . P .  for each orbit . 
In Figure 5 a log-log plot of Eo versus z2 is linear, 
where E0 is the sum of the electronic energie s of each 
electron in the atom in its ground state orbit . The orbit 
energie s were obtained from Figure 4. 
2. The Evaluation of CX Far More Complicated 
Molecules in Gases and Liquids 
Even for complex molecules it will be assumed that 
equations similar to Equations 37 , 38, and 42 can b e  written . 
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Inc1uded in the mis cel1aneous energy term could be such 
quantitie s as interaction energy or heats of solution. A 
ma j or difficu1ty arises  because the rotational and vibra­
tional energie s  are no longer zeroo To circumvent this 
difficulty!) the fo1lowing will be assumed true : 
PTR h(m,_fi ) -t = = r m8 j3 
�ROT k (m!),S ) s � j3 -t• = = r' m 
and 
PVIB = n (ml)fl ) = r'' m S I t f3 -t I I 
PMISC = �(m,fJ ) = r 1 j1m S I I I ./3 �t I I I 
33 
(46 )  
<47 ) 
(48 ) 
(49 )  
The complex molecule equivalent of Equation 42 is  therefore 
p = ( rmsjl -t ) ( r•ms ljl -t' ) (rnms"fi -t" ) (r"·' ms "_;e-t '" )e-E'f3 
( t,  t 1 , t"  J) t fit ,._ 2 )  
- (50 ) 
With Equati ons 50 and 43.o and pro ceeding as before , it can 
be shown again that 
if {t+t'+t"+t• � -l << E0• For atoms that chemically 
combine to form molecules9 it will be as sumed that the major 
interaction affects the outer electrons . The energy of these 
electrons is much smaller than thos e closer to the nucleus 
and hence contribute a very small fraction of the total elec­
tronic energy of the atom. Thus any error introduced by 
34 
ignoring the interaction effect should be negligible . A 
similar argument will hold for electro lyte s in solution. The 
ionization wi ll affect the outer electrons and i ts effect on 
the total electronic energy will be neglected. For example , 
the heat of formati on of Cuso4 ( s )  is  -184�700 cal/g.mol and 
that of c2HcOH
( 0 ) is  -52 ft 230 cal/g .m.ol . Since 1 electron vo� � L ¥ molecule 
is  equivalent to 23,050 cal/molSJ the bond energy interactions, 
as indi cated by the heats of formation are approximately 8 
electron volts  for CuS04 ( S )  and 2 electron volts for 
c2H5oH
(i) . The total electronic energie s  of Cuso4 and 
C2H50H are approximately 100, 00 EV and 3000 EV� respectively .  
It seems quite reasonable , therefore, to negle ct interaction 
energie s .  Similarly, ionization effects in solution are of 
the magnitude of a few electron volts and can be ignored.  
Since for electrolytes,  electroneutrality is  assumed to exist, 
the salt, in its migration in the cell� wi ll statistically 
be as sumed to be of the ( cation-anion) form . 
PART II 
CHAPTER II 
THE COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The per cent separation was calculated for the helium­
argon and neon-argon sys tems . The temperature gradient was 
fixed but the concentration was varied� as shown in Figure s  
6 and 7 .  A summary o f  the calculations is given in Table I .  
The caLculate d curve is compared with the data of Van 
Itterbeek ( 20 ). Calculated separations based on the Lennard­
Jane s ( .6, 12) model , as reported by Hirschfelder, Curtiss and 
Bird ( 17 ) ,  are als o  shown. For liquidsp Soret coefficients 
were calculs. te d for variou s values of o( D wit h  a fixed tem­
perature gradient and concentration . The calculated line 
obtained is s hown in Figure 8 for 50 mol per cent concentra­
tion in a two-component sys tem with superimposed experimental 
data . Figure 9 show s a similar calculated curve for a two­
component system with the conc entration fixed at 1 . 8  mol per 
cent of heavier component . In Figure 9, Sore t coefficients 
for various electrolytes are plotted for comparison with the 
calculated line . Tables II, page 40, and IV� page 46, sum­
marize the calculations of Figures 8 and 9 .  
A sample of t he multiple trial and error calculation 
procedure is shown in the Appendix, Part II-A. 
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TABLE I 





( C(a:l99 ) 
Notes :  
lf2L!1- -Equa-tion 30 - - - - - -- --(1/z/Tb)a � Illz/1h)c � Separation 
H* a:  
1 - .;.1?5r + 96 oJ + ?B oB r o893 1 o 144 6 o 17 
1 -273r + 28 o 2 + ?O o 9  o304 o380 4o22 -3 r 
3 �47 o 6r  + 132 + 3?oS  r ?o 88 3 o 18 1 o 85 
1 -153r + 154 o 854 1ol42 7 o 27 
1 co452r + 154 o297 o435 7 o42 -3 
3 -5lo 0r + 154 2 o 78 3 o36 3 � 55 
o 17 6  �850r + 1.54 o l66 o2.54 6 o 00 
Tu til: 293 ol°K, Tea: 90 o2°Ko 
Simplirication or Equati on 30 is  due to the large value or (to 
1' sepa�a ti on 
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TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF THE CALCULATIONS OF mE SORET COEFFICIENTS 
FOR ORGANIC LIQPIDS, BASED ON EQUATION 30L 
Mol 'fo or 
Heavy B2/Nl 
<1l2/Tl1)H <Y/2/1?1 > o Component Equation 30L 
H*/298 = 
50 1 - . 938r + . 875 + • 0625 r .967 1.156 
50 1 - . 890r + .788 + • 10
6 
r .921 1. 062 
50 1 - . 755r + .510 + • 2
45 . 964 1 . 038 r 
50 1 � • .503r + . 004 + .497 . 994 1 .. 004 r 
TH s: 32.7









I o  GASES 
For the helium-argon and neon-argon systems� i t  i s  
apparent from Figure s 6 and 7 that the calculated re sults not 
only pre dict the proper shape of the curve but als o  lie witam 
about 30 per c ent of the experimental line o 
II o ORGANIC LIQUIDS 
Non-polar organic liquid pairs seem to conform as a 
group to the c alcul ate d line in Figure 8 o  Polar liquid pairs 
tend to deviate from the line �  implying some s ort of inter­
action or molecular as so c i ationo If t he system is  limited 
to 8ideal" liqui d pairs such as  the non-polar groupss  it 
appe ars as if the calculations are satisfactory wi thin about 
25 pe r cent over the range of (X examinedo  Closer scrutiny 
of the deviations of the non�polar systems from the predic­
tion would pe rhaps reve al the nature of the correcti on factor 
requiredo HoweverD the primary int ere s t  at . this time concerns 
aqueous soluti ons of electrolytes and it is these systems 
that have r eceived this closer scrutiny o  
III o ELECTROLYTES IN AQUEOUS SClLUTI ON 
Figure 9 shows the calculated line and experiment al 
point s for vari ou& electrolytes in aqueous solutiono The 
data conform to the c alculatec1. line satis factorily� with the 
excepti on of  sulfates which are no t shown o  The sulfate s alts, 
such as Cuso4, CdSo4, MgS04P and Na2S04 deviated markedly 
from the calculated curve and in all cases gave Soret coef-
ficient s  that were too high for the ir corre sponding (X .  If 
the sulfate data were to fall on the calculated curve , then 
the apparent ex must be gre ater than the calcul ated ex . 
42 
This anomalous behavior of the sulfate cla s s  of electrolytes 
bas been recognized in studie s of conductivi ty and colliga­
tive properti es ,  and has been imputed to ion as so ciati on, 
partial dissociation of the salts� complex ion formation or 
hydrati on of t he ions ( 26 ) . It appears as if ion associ ation 
and hydrati on of the ions are more widely accepted at this 
time as an explanation of the sulfate cla s s  behavi or . In an 
attempt to re� oncile the above explanations with the re sults 
obtained from the pre sent inve stigation, one fact stands out 
prominently : in all cases ,  if the ex values were greater 
than the cal culated value s,  the se Soret coefficient data 
would better conform to the calculated curve . Since (X i s  
equal to the ratio of the electronic energy of t he  salt 
div ided by the electronic energy of water, thi s implies that 
the s alt behaves as if it were heavier than its  molecular 
weight would indicate . Another way of looking at this is to 
suppose , for example , that after dis solving 2 mole s  of a 
salt in water, the propertie s ob served suggest,  statistically, 
that there are only 1 . 9  mole s pre sent .  Some sort  of ion as­
sociation is sugge sted. 
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Hydrati on of the salt in solution is  als o  a valid 
factor to be considered. Sinc e the development pre sent ed in 
this the si s is  c oncerned only with conditions of no net trans­
fer, the effe ct of hydration upon the mobi lity of the ions 
should be  on no consequence . Two pos sible effects of hydra-
tion do seem to be important � ( 1 )  
the asso ciated water of hydration, 
the effect upon ex of 
that is,  (X = salt • X H20 � H20 
apd ( 2 )  the effect upon the apparent concentrati on of this 
"bound" water . In an attempt to correlate all the data with 
the calculate d curves,  the pre sence of hydrati on effects will 
be recognized, but di scounted in view of what follows . 
Suppose all the experimental data were sub j ect to 
negligible error . What correction factor would need to be 
applied  to (X in order that the experimental Soret coef­
ficient data points would all fall on the calculated line ?  
More speci fically, what co rrection factor should b e  applied 
to the atomic number of the s alt in order to accomplish this?  
These correcti on factors have been determined for all the 
salt s included in Figure 9 and also for the sulfate s ,  at 
three concent rations . They are tabulated in Table III· under 
the he ading , Hershey. The calculated curves are shown in 
Figure 10, followed by Table IV which summarizes  the calcu­
l ations involved.  Table V presents the original Sore t coef­




C ORRECTION FACTORS FOR ELECTROLYTES 
212 m -----r.Q :m ------n.s m Sli:! Hershez � Hershez gf!_ Hershe:z 
KCl 1 . 1  1 . 1  1 . 1  1 . 6  1 .1 1 . 6* 
NaCL 1 .0 1 . 6  1 . 1  2 . 3  1 . 1  II 
KBr 1 . 1  o .8 1 . 1  1 . 1  1 . 1  1 . 3* 
NaBr 1 . 0  O o 9  1 . 0  1 .4 1 . 1  1 . 7* 
KI 1 .0 0 .5 1 .1  o .5 1 . 1  0 .5* 
Nai 0 . 9  0 .5 1 . 0  b . 6  1 . 1  0 . 7  
NaNo3 # 2.4 II 2 . 6  # 1 . 6* 
KN03 1 .5 2 .0  1 .3  1 . 9 1 . 2  1 . 2* 
AgN03 o .8  1 . 2  1 o4 1 .5 1 . 2  o . 8  
Pb { NOj 2 1 . 9  1 . 0  1 . 6  1 . 1  
BaC12 o .8  o . 6  1 . 1  1 . 0  1 . 2  1 . 3  
src12 O o 7  0 . 6  1 . 0  1 . 1  1 . 1  1 . 6  
Cuso4 2 .2 2 . 1 2 . 1  3·0* 
Coso4 II 1 . 2 II 2 . 3  II 3 . 0  
Cd.S04 1 .7 1 . 0  " 2 . 2  1 .5  2 .1  1 . 8* 
NaS04 1 . 5  1 . 2  2.2  2.3  2 . 1  2 . 9* 
ZnS04 1 .5 1 .3  2 .1  2 .3  2.5 2. 1 
MgS04 1 .4 1 . 6  1 . 9  3 .1 1 . 9  3 . 8* 
Na2so4 1 . 6  1 . 6  3 . 6  
( NH4 )2S04 1 . 6  1 . 6  1 . 6  2.6  1.5  3.3  
Notes a � -1 data from reference ( 26 ) .  I No data. 
- Data too limited for * Uncertain ex-
extrapolation. trapolation. 
1 4 
1 2  
8 �------�--------�------��------�--� 
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oc. 
Figure 10. Sore t Coe ffi ci ent versu s  � at 
Various Concentrati ons Calculated 
trom tbe Mathema t i cal Development 
TABLE IV 
SUMMARY OF THE CALCULATIONS OF THE SORET COEFFICIENTS 
FOR ELECTROLYTES, BASED ON EQUATION 30L 
Mol % of cfx1o3 
()( Heavy N2/Nl fYl21'11 >H <Tl2/Tl1>c ( oc >-1 Component Equation 30L -
H*/305 = 
300 0 .89 . 009 
�8l . Or + .460 + • 00;43 . oo88o .00940 4 . 6 
100 o. 89 . 009 -52 . 6r + . 052 + • 00if4 .00897 .00906 0 .71 
300 3 .85 . 04 �23 . lr + .846 + . 00
308 
r .0
355 . 0420 ll co 8 
100 3 .85 · 04  -2o . or + . 6oo + • 00
80 
r . 0
381 o 0418 6 .15 
. 
so 3. 85 .04 -16 . 6r + .334 + . 01
33 
r . 0
391 . ouo 3 . 25 
300 1 . 77 . 018 �46 . 8� + o688 + . 00281 r o 0168 .0190 8 . 60 
100 1.77 . 018 -35 .7r + . 286 + • 00
643 
r .017
5 . 0182 2 o74 
50 1 .77 - . 018 -26 .3r - . 052 + • 009
48 
r .01
80 o 0183 0 .75 
5 1 .77 .018 -4.58r - .834 + • 0�66 . 0180 .0180 0 














SORET COEFFICIENTS OF ELECTROLYTES 
IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION 
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0 . 89 
1 . 77 
3 .85 
o . 89 
1 .77 
3 . 85 
o . 89 
1 . 70 
3 . 85 
o . 85 
1 . 76 
3 . 85 
0 . 89 
1 . 77 
3 . 85 
0 . 89 
1 . 77 
3 . 85 
o . 89 
1 . 78 
3 . 85 
0 . 89 
1 . 77 
,3. 85 
o .89  
1 . 80 




. 0 .50 
0 . 94 
1.40 
o . 8o 
1 oft6 
1 .  0 
o . 8  
1 .33 
l . 8o 
0 .30 
0 .45 
1 . 10 
0.40 
0 . 79 
1 .30 
1 . 60 
2 . 06 






1 . 0  
2 o81 
2 . 35 
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Mol � O'xlo3 Heavy 
Component coc >-1 
0 . 89 6 . 8.5 
1 .. 79 ,5 . 8.5 
3 . 85 5.40 
o .89 7 .90 
1 o77 6 .10 
3 . 85 2. 90 
0 . 89 11 .8 
l o78 10 .1.$ 
0 . 89 6. 17 
1 .79 4· 73 
3 .8.5 2. 70 
o . 89 7 . 6 
1 o92 6 .38 
3.8.5 3 .3 
0 . 89 7 . 80 
1 . 8o 6. 9.5 
3 .8,5 4. 00 
3 o8.$ 9 .20 
1. 76 8 .,50 
3 . 8,5 9.2  
0 . 89 4.20 
1 o 77 .$.17 
3 . 8,5 7 . 60 
0 . 89 6 .5.5 
1o 77 8 . 60 
3 .85 8 . 90 
0 . 89 0 . 20 
1 . 77 1.22 
3 . 85 3 .60 
o . 89 0 .4 
1 o 77 1 .36 
3 . 85 3 .10 
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This corre ction factor repre sents a deviation of the 
electro lyte in solution from its "ideal "  behavior and should 
somehow be rel ated to devia tions in expected colligative 
propertie s .  A measure of the deviati ons in expe cted colliga­
tive properti es is given by the van • t  Hoff Factor, i ,  
defined as follows : 
where 
�Tf = free zing point lowering 
�Tb = boiling point raising 
� p  = vapor pres sure lowering 
1T = osmotic pre ssure 
( �Tf) 0 a F. P o  lowering of nonelectrolyte 
The quanti tie s without the subscript zero refer to the elec­
trolyte and those with subscripts to the nonelectrolyte of 
the s ame concentration. 
Therefore, a corre ction factor analogous to the 
"Hershey" values  in Table III should be -f , where lJ 
i s  the number of ions produced by an electrolyte at infinite 
dilution. If an electrolyte behave d ideally, the ratio lJ T 
would be unity . van • t  Hoff Factors are not readily avail-
able but osmotic coefficient data are . From Robinson and 
Stoke s ( 26) , V g  ;;; ! ,  where g is  defined as the "rational" 
so 
o smotic coef'f'icient . The molal osmotic coef'f'i ci ent� cp , i s  
tabulated extensively� and is  equal approximately to g .  
v ,._ 1 rl\ -1 Theref'ore , if' the approxima tiona are v alid, T azs: ¢ = 'fl " 
Values of' qb are tabulated in Table VIII in the Appendix, 
Part II-E . 
As noted f'rom Table III, the two correction f'actors 
are of' the same order of magnitude , and in mo st case s are in 
good agre ement o Where one factor incre ases  or decrease s ,  the 
other behaves similarly . Figure 11 shows the values of' the 
Soret c oef'f'icie nt f'or v arious electrolytes compared with  the 
values predicted f'rom the mathematical development . 
The variation of Sore t coef'f'icient with temperature 
was calculated and plotted as shown in Figure 12 . It  was 
noted that there was a slight dependence of Soret coef'f'icient 
upon temperature and the f'unctional relationship was linear. 
As a compari son, data f'ound in the literature were also pre­
sented in Figure 12 and it was noted that the se data c ould 
also be di splayed linearly with a small temperature depend-
ence . 
The concentration dependence of' the Soret coef'f'icient 
was calculated and as indicated in Figure 10, the Soret coef'­
ficient should inc rease with increasing concentration. This 
is  a typical behavior, supported by the data in the litera­
ture . The experimental data pre sented in this report, as 
shown in Part III , Chapter II , als o conf'irm this  calculated 
24 
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T .  312 . 1 ° K 
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Figure 11 . Sore t Coe tt1c1 ent veraua Corrected � tor 
Vari ou s  Electrolytes in Aqueous Solution 
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TH Tc = ,-2 avg. 
S AXTON (2 8) : 
--{J- 9 MOL % 
C CI4 - ce r4 
-Q- SO MOL % 
c2 H4c12 - c2H4 Br2 
� 9 MOL % 
�H2c 14- C Br4 
ALEXANDER ( I ) : 
-o-- . 1 8 MOL % KCI A - -::tl'" ---- -- --_./\. - - - - -_/\,- _ _ _ _ -� -� - --cu-so; HERsHEY PRED1cr1oN 
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.l'L-.P _n _  
u U Q  
1 . 0 1 . 1 
- x 1 06 
T 2 avg. 
1 . 2 
Figure 12. Sore t Coeffici ent versus the Reciprocal of 
tb.e Square of the Average Temperature � 
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behavior . 
On the basis  of the r esults summari zed in Figures 6, 
11 B, 11, and 12, and Table III, it is felt that the predic­
tion of Soret coefficients  for electrolytes in aqueous solu­
tion is now po ssible . 
Part III which follows describe s the experimental ap­
paratus,  procedure and re sults . Experimental values of the 
Soret coe fficient were compare d with calculated values .  
PART II 
CHAPTER III 
CONCLUSI ONS AND RECOMMENDATI ONS 
A mathemati cal development based  on a quasistatic 
approach to irreversible thermal diffusi on has been developed .  
By considering gase s a s  being composed of  ideal particles,  
. 
and liquids as c ondensed gase s ,  a system of e·quations was de-
ri .ved whic h  allowed, w1 thin about 30 per cent, the succes sful 
predicti on of separations to be expected in helium-argon, 
neon-argon, non-polar organic liquid pairs and electrolytes 
in aqueous soluti on. 
The overall agre �ment between predicted and experi­
mental re sult s is encouraging9 and while i t· obviously does  
not provi de justifi cati on for any specific steps in  the 
development , it does  indicate that the r e sults may be used 
with re asonable confidence for estimating separations whe re 
theoretical and experiment al re sults are lacking . 
It was also pos sible to predict the dependence of the 
separation upon concentration and temperature . 
It is  suggested that thi s approach be further tested 
with the vi ew of extending the concepts to mixed electrolyte s .  
PART III 
CHAPTER I 
A NEW DESIGN FOR A S ORET CELL 
Two. of t he major experimental diffi culties  involved 
in obtaining separation data from a Sore t cell are s ampling 
techniques  and the determination of the point of attainment 
of a steady state condition. Sampling difficultie s hinge 
upon the re quirement that there must be no di sruptive con­
vection currents c aused by the technique . Some designs 
circumvent both of the abov e difficultie s by n9t removing a 
s ample from the cell o A cell described by Tanner ( 30 )  util­
ized a transparent glass  Soret cell and an optical system 
which measured the deflection of a beam of light passed 
through the cell .  Chipman ( 7 )  had two electrodes in the 
soluti on. Both of these schemes could monitor the concen­
tration change s and note simultaneously the arrival at steady 
state and the concentration at that point . The s e  methods ,  
however, are not easily applied to the two-salt aqueous solu­
ti ons sinc e the change in the property measured would now 
al so be  a functi on of amount of each salt pre sent .  It would 
be ne ce ssary to measure two independent propertie s of the 
system s imultaneously.  
The ce ll used in thi s investigation is  sketched in 
Fi gure l3g with photographs of the entire system shown in 
�2 OIA. TWO IN  EACH SECTION OF THE CELL 
MEMBRANE:) 
� ...... ... , ... , ," ...  "' , " 
v,,',,' ...... ' .... "' ... 
WIRE MESH SCREEN 
� THICKNESS 
X PLASTIC , " ,, , ,"'-," " " L/ 
/' 1/
, /, L,�, 
( NOT TO SCALE) 
Figur e 13 . Drawing or the Thermal Di.f.fusi on Cel l 
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Figure s 14 and 15 . The cell design allows the removal o£ 
7-ml samples from the hot and cold ends without disrupting 
the remainder of the cell . This is accomplished by placing 
two cellophane membranes close to each end. Long ( 21 }  £ound 
that the se porous membrane s,  though re sis tant to rapid macro-
scopic flow of solution9  apparently di d not affe ct the dis-
tribution of components under conditions of no net transfer. 
With a Beckman spectrophotometer available for analysi s  o£ 
samples as small as  1 mlp the cell design incorporated: 
( 1 )  a minimal diffusi on path and ( 2 )  solution sample s that 
were repre sentative of end conditions and not average s of 
each half o£ the cell . The systems cho sen were CuS04-H20, 
Coso4-H20, and Cuso4�coS04n•H2o .  The concentration, mean 
temper ature and temperature gradient were varied for the 
systems . A graphical summary of the results obtained i s  
shown i n  Figure s 16-20 o f  Chapter II . 
I .  CELL DESIGN 
The cell cons isted essenti ally of thre e circular sec­
tions, two of copper and a plexiglas spacer between the cop­
per sections . Each of the copper sections had an outside 
di ameter of 6-3/4 inche s and an inside diameter of 4 inches ,  
with  an o050-inch di ffu si on path . Cellophane membranes 
separated the copper sections from the plastic spacer. The 
plasti c spacer provided the bulk o£ the di f£us ion path, 0 . 350 
sa 
Figure 14 . Photograph of the Apparatus with t he Cell in an 
Upright Position.  
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Figure 15 . Photograph of the Apparatus with the Cell Tilted.  
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inch.�� and measured 5.,·3/4 inches in outside diameter and 4 
inches in inside di ametero The three sections were clamped 
together .  All or the "di rferential" liqui d between the mem­
brane and the end of the cell constituted a sample .�� which was 
remove d  from the cell by tipping the cel l :, opening the sample 
ports .�� and drawing the li quid into a hypodermic syringe . 
II o HEATING AND COOLING FACILITIES 
The upper copper section housed a 375 watt "pancake" 
electri c heater o Two copper�constantan thermocouples in the 
volume between the membrane and the hot wall moni tored the 
temperature for a Leeds and Northrup Micromax controller.  
Provisions were al so made for  the simultaneous check of the 
thermocouple signal to the controller� using a Leeds and 
Northrup portable potentiometero  
The lower copper section incorporated a hollowed por­
tion through which flowed the refrigerant .�� Freon-12.  The 
refrigeration sys tem was of a standard 1/2 HP9 6000 BTU/hr 
type.  Two copper-constantan thermocouples were installed in 
the space between the membrane and the cold wall.�� with the 
emf signals read on the portable potentiometer. 
III . EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
A run consisted in tipping the clamped cell vertically, 
filling the cell by inserting a hypodermic needle filled with 
solution into the lower sample port of each section and in­
jecting solution till it overflowed out of the upper sample 
por t  of e ach secti on. After the s ample ports were closed, 
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the cell was re turned to a horizontal condi tion and the heat-
ing and cooling begun . At the conclusion of the run, the 
copper sections ' sample ports were opened, the empty hypo­
dermic needle inserted, the cell tipped and the sample drawn 
out .  A steady state was achieved in  about 24 hours . 
The cellophane membrane was du Pont PT-600 which had 
been soaked in di stilled water to remove the plasticizer. 
The membrane life was about one month under constant opera-
tion, so that the c ell had to be dismantled only once a 
month . Wire mesh screens provided support for the membrane 
in the cell . 
The analysis for the Cuso4-a2o, CoS04-H20, and CuS04-
CoSo4-H2o sys tems was made with a Beckman model DU spectro­
photometer. The c alculation of concentrations from t he orig­
inal spectrophotometer readings i s  shown in the Appendix, 
Part III-B, along with the governing equations and necessary 
absorbancy indice s .  In Long ' s thesis . .  ( 21 ) ,  the tre atment of 
spectrophotometric data is dealt with in more detail .  
PART III 
CHAP.rER II 
DISCUSS! ON OF RESULTS 
The experiment al  results are summarized in Pigures 
16-20 and Tables VI and VI I .' In Figures 16 and 17, the sep­
arations obtaine d in single salt and mixed s alt experimeQ�s 
are plotted for 100°F tempe rature differenc e s : 140° -40°F, 
and · 159
°-59°F o  A straight line was drawn to repre sent the s e  
data by the usual least squares me thod and the s tandard 
devi ation determine d from this . The detai l s  ar� g�ven in the 
Appendix, Part III�C o Tolerance limits of pl�s or minus two 
standard devi ation s  are indi cate d by the do tted line s  above 
and below the regres sion line s .  I t  was fo und that all the 
data fell wi thin the two standard deviati on limit
·
. Thus 
it can b e  a s serted that i f  the regres sion line repre sents 
the data, and if it is assume d that the data are distributed 
normally about thi s  line D then it would be expe cted that 95 
per cent of' the data points wo uld fall wi thin the two standard 
devi at ion limits . The data do c onform to this speci f1 c ation. 
It i s  re cogni zed that the sample consi sts of only twelve 
point s  and any c onclusions drawn from thi s must .. be couched 
very conse rvative ly .  
I t  i s  not e d  from Figure 19 that t he  .Soret coeff1 c ient 
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TABLE VI 
SUMMARY OF THE CAL CULATIONS OF. THE SORET COEFFICIENTS 
FOR Cuso4-coso4-H20 SYSTEM 
Spectrophotometer R 'd ' g . Soret Coerr.  
% Transmission Molarity cJ X 10
3 
Initial Hot Cold Initial Hot Cold c oc ) -1 - - -
4.5 52. 0 41 . 9 .598 .485 . 654 8 .87 
60 65 .2 57 .5  .376 .313 .407 7 . 87 
75 78 . 3  73 . 4 .208 . 177 . 224 7 . 0.5 
90 91 . 2  89 . 1  . 0753 .0654 . 0824 6 .88 
45 58 .8  39 .8  .598 . 39 2  . 695 10 . 2  
60 70 .0  55 .5  . 376 . 259 .435 9 .27 
75 81.3 71 . 2  . 208 . 149 . 246 8 . 99 
90 92. 4 87 . 7  . 07.53 .0.562 . 0931 9 .21 
. 
45 56.3 40 . 8  . 733 . 527 . 822 7 . 91 
60 68 . 1  56 .5 ·469 .3.52 .524 7 . 10 
7.5 8o . o  72 .0  .264 . 20.5 .301 6 . 92 
90 91 . 7  87 . 9  .096.5 .0799 .118 7 . 09 
System 
Cuso4-H20 ( 1ooo-4ooF ) 
C uS04-H20 
( l59°-59°F ) 
140°-40°F 
CoS04-H20 




SUDARY OF TBB CALCULATIONS OF THE SORET COBFPICIDTS 
OF euso4 AI D  Coso4 IB MIXED AQPEOUS SOLUTIONS 
Spectr�hotometer Reading soret 
3 
Coett •. ( Transmission) Mo�arity · (f x 10 · ·  
( Oc ) -1 Hot Side Cold_ Side l;,nitial Cu,SO
ij, 
Ooso4 cuso4 CoSO 4 
115 ,58.8  .56 .:3 39.8 40.8 
60 "70.0 68.1  55 .5 56.5 
15 81 .3 8o.o 71 .-2 12. 0 
90 92. 4  91 .7 87 .7 87 . 9  
CuSOi 
I_nit Ho _ Co1d 
Co SOft 
Inlt ot Cold 
_ _  __,... _ ......_ _ .579 ·378 . 674 .724 • .521 .812 
.364 . 250 .422 -463 . 348 .518 
.202 � 144 .239 .261 .202 .298 
. 0729 . 0.543 . 0909 .0954 .0709 . 117 
cuso4 Coso4 -
10 .3 7 . 90 
9.:33 7 . 07 
9 .05 6 . 89 
9 .26 7 .07 
$ 
10 
result s are compared wi th .values calculated by the methods 
descri bed  previously and are shown in Figure 20 . It is ob­
vious that t he experimental concentration dependence i s  ade-
quately describe d by the calculated value s .  
Figure 21 is  a plot of the tempe rature dependence of 
the experimental Cuso4 Soret coeffici ents . On thi s same 
fi gure calcul ated  coeffi cients are also plotted. Note that 
at the higher temperature the experimental curve i s  horizon­
tal, confirming the pre dic tion of a small dependence of Soret 
coefficient upon temperature . However9 at lower temperatures 
the Soret coe fficient decre ases ,  indic ating perhaps an in­
creasing complexity of the liquid structure . It c an  be 
stated, therefore , that it should be possible to pre dict  
separations tp be  expected for aqueous electro lyte solutions 
solely from non-experimental informati on, perhaps wi th the 
excep tion of low tempe rature condi tions Where the fluid devi­
ates  mos t strongly from the simple mo del postulated in  the 
mathematical deve lopment. 
For the 100°F grad1ent 9  the experiment al coefficients 
were about 10 per cent higher than the co rresponding re sults 
of Bosanquet (2 ) . He used a cell partitioned in two equal 
halve s ,  separate d by a cellophane membrane . Arit�etic aver­
age . value s of concentration and temperature were as sumed for 
e ach half. 
Temperature control on the hot and cold si des was 
1 6  
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maintained at approximately +1 degree .  The spectrophotometer 
was reproducible,  +0 .5 per c ent transmissi on .  Before making 
a run, the cel l was always flushed wi th a portion of the 
soluti on tha t was about to be used, eliminating any signifi­
cant re sidual errors . The two thermoc ouple s  in each sample 
zone were always wi thin about two degre e s  of each other and 
henc e an arithme tic average seemed re asonable . There was no 
measurement whi ch appeared to introduce an unwarrantable de­
gre e of uncertainty. 
PART III 
CHAPTER III 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A Sore t ce ll has been designed which allows the re­
moval of a sample from the hot and cold ends of the ce ll 
without di srupting the rest of the content s .  Soret co effi­
cients increased monotonically from 9 . 0-10 .3xl0-30c-l over a 
0 . 1-0. 6  molarity range for euso
4 
and 7 . 0-7 .4xlo-3oc -1 for 
Coso4 over the same molarity range .. For the mixed salt sys­
tem, no s ignificant change in Soret coeffi cient of e ach com­
ponent was detected as a re sult of the mixing. 
At higher temperature s the Soret coeffi c� nt for 
Cuao4 was essenti ally cons tant but at the lower temperatures 
the Soret coefficient decre ased w ith decre asing arithmetic 
average temperature . The high temperature behavior is gen­
erally in accord wi th the pre di cted behavior based on the 
development given in Part II . 
A more durable membrane sh ould b e  found and integrated 
into the desi gn of the cell used in this investigation. 
It is recommended that a thorough investigation be 
launched to study the effect of the membrane on Sore t coef­
fici ents.  
Soret coefficient data� as a function of temperature 
difference,  mean temperature and concentration need  to be 
gathe red so that a more satisfactory statistical analysis  
can be undertaken. 
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1 .  Calculation of Per Cent Separation of Neon-Argon 
The t rial and error solution of Equations 30 - 321 and 
33a will be shown for a 50 per cent mixture .  
and 
From Equations 30, 30a·30c� with 
If 
TH = 293 . 1  °K; (X = 4.34 
Tc = 90 . 2°K; N2/N1 = 1 
C = 1n 2�8:� = 1 .18 
B = 293 . 1-90 . 2  = . 00769oK-l ( 293 . 1 )  ( 90 . 2 )  
r 
N1 1 A = Nl+CXN2 = � = 0 . 187  
i s  v ariedg corre sponding values of 
o a1ou1 ate d. A summary is given below . 
( 1 )  ( 2 )  
28 . 8  
( 3 )  ( 4 )  (5 ) 
H* can be 
r r ( 2) +96.3 125 r H-=(3 ) - (4) - -
0 .5 57 . 6  153 . 9  62.5 91 . 4  
o . 6  48 .0  144.3  75 . 0  69 . 3  
o .z 41 . 2  137 .5 87 .5  50 . 0  o .  36 . 0  132.3  100 . 0  32 .3  
0 .9 32 . 0  128 .3 112.5 15 . 8  
From Equation 28 , 
With Equation 31 and· r=0 .5;  H*=91 .4, the result is  
A trial and error soluti on is TA=211 . 6°K.  Similarly for 
r=0 . 7  and r=0 . 9, tri al and error methods are employed.  
For r=0 .5,  H*=91 .4, Equ ation 32 becomes 
1 = 
17��l ( l+4• 34 ) ( o .5  e91 .4/Ta 
1+ (4 .34 ) ( 0 . 5 )  e
91 •47Ta 
It is necessary to again resort to tri al and error methods 
of evaluating Ta• The soluti on is  Ta=l67 . 7°K.  Again 
values  �f T8 are determined for r=0 . 7  and r=0 . 9 .  The re-
sults are given in the following table . 
Nl = N2 
2.... H* TA Ta 
o .5 91 .4 211 . 6  167 . 7  
0 . 7 5o .o  185 . 0  170 
0 . 9  15. 8  174.3  171 . 8  
I f  Equati on 33a i s  written i n  function notation as 
.1 = f ( r, H*, TA, TB ) 
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and the three sets  of values r, H*, TA, Ta sub stitute d  
into 33a,  it i s  found that 
t ( o .5, 91 .4, 211 . 6, 167 . 7 )  = o . 98o 
t( 0 . 7 ,  5o . o, 185.0 ,  170 ) c 0 . 995 
r< o . 9, 15 . 8, 174.3,  171 . 8 )  = 1 . oo5 
Interpolation yields 
r = o . 8o 
T�� s eparati on i s  defined as 
Separation = ( + 
82 
Fram Equation 21, with r=o .8o, HOD32.3,  the separation is 
cal culateq below.  
83 
= .0617 
The separation is therefore 6 .17 per cent . 
2 . A Calculation "Short Cut"  for Liquids 
For the c alculations involving the liquids , a short 
cut was employed.  This short cut involved the recognition 
that in most case s the heavier component usually migrates 
down the temperature gradiento Therefore , if initially N2/N1=3, whe re N2 and N1 refer to the number of atoms 
of the heavy and light components ,  re spectively, then at 
steady state it would be expected that: 
! 712 ) .) 3 "'l 1 cold and ! 1(2 ) < 3 �1 hot 




Figure 22 . Concentration Ratio versus Temperature 
at Steady State . 
If in Equation 30L vari ous corre sponding values of H* and 
r are obtained so that curves such as in Figure 23 can be 
plotted from Figure 22, then it is pos sible to avoid trial 
3 
Figure 23 . Concentration Ratio versus r 
at Steady State . 
and error methods by utilizing the impli cations of Figures 
22 and 23 . 
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If ( �2 ) > 3P then from Figure 23, the lower limit 
' (  1 cold 
of the Tc curve i s  given by r=r0 • Similarlyp if ( ·!ls.) < .3, 'l1 hot 
the . indicated upper limit of the TH curve i s  given by 
r=IE• Thus It! <  r <  r0 represents the permissible range of 
r . If corresponding values of ( f/2/ J11 )hot and ( '12/lh >cold 
are determined from Figure 23 for r equal to rH, r0, and 
intermediate value s ,  Soret coeffici ents c an be c alculated 
from these fl 2/fl1 pairs . The value s of the Soret coeffi­
cient by this me thod for the organic liquid pairs vari ed 
only slightly over the range o£ r so that an arithmetic 
average could be con£idently used. The re sult was a Soret 
coe££i cient for a £ixed temper�ture gradi ent and N2/N1 • 
This pro cedure in detail is pre sented in the section 3 of 
this appendix. The calculati ons showing the conversion of 
a ( fl2/ "fl1 >hot and ( Jl2/ 'l1 > cold pair to a Soret coe££i­
cient i s  al so shown. 
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For the aqueous electrolyte calculations, the above 
procedure was utilized to determine the allowable r range . 
The calculations proceeded, governed by the equations devel­
oped in Part II,  Chapter I of thi s report .  
3. The Calculation o£ Soret Coe£fici ents £rom Equati on 30L 
The following procedure obviates the tedious trial and 
error proce dure outlined in section 1 .  All calculations in­
volving liquids, including electrolytes ,  £ollowed the "short 
cut" procedure . Let N2/N1=.040 ( 3 . 85%) ;  Tg=312.1°K; 
Tc=298 .1°K. The he avier component is denoted as component 2 . 
For (X =100, with Equations 30L.., 30L-a- 30L-c ,  
c = 312 .1-298 .1 = 305 B l 3lg. l  n 29 . 1  
Equation 30L become s 
0 . 20 
H* = 305 ( -20r + . 600 + .o�8 ] 
86 
It the he avier component is assumed to migrate down the tem­
perature gradient , then, at steady state, ( '12/ '171 >c > . 040 
and ( fl 2/ fl1 )H < . 040 . Corresponding values of H* and r 
will be c alculated, so that 'l2/ 7l1 values ( from 7l 2/ 'l1= 
reH*/T) straddle the allowable range . A summary of such 
calculations is given below. 
( 1 )  r 
(2 )  20r 
( 3 )  . oo8/r 
(4)  . 600- ( 2 )  
( 5 )  ( 3  )+(4) 
( 6 ) H*==305 (5 )  
( 7 ) ( �2/Y/ 1 )H 
( 8 ) ( '72/ll l ) c 
. 01 . 005 . 003 
.200 .100 . 060 
. Boo 1 . 60 2 . 67 
.400 .soo .540 
1 .20 2 . 10 3 . 21 
366 640 979 
. 0323 . 0389 . 0692 
. 0341 . 0428 . 0801 
In Figure 24, ( 712/ Tt1 >c �d ( Y/2/ 'l1 >H values are plotted 
as functions of r, with the allowable range tor 7l2!7l 1 
marked ott . Three values of r, . 0040, . 0052, and . 0056, 
represent the extremities and the mid-point of the allowable 
range . The corre sponding values of Tl 2! fl1 from Figure 24 
are · tabulated below. 
r < Yl21Yl1 >c ( 1/2/ 7il )H 
. 0048 .0438 . 0400 
. 0052 .0410 . 0381 
. 0056 . 0400 . 0367 
.08 r-------�--------�--------� 
o<:. = 1 00 
Nz N. : . 04 0 . 07 1-----�1--1 
TH = 3 12 . 1  ° K  
.05 �-����-=---4----� 
!U> < .040 'II H 
.04 - - - - -
.05 �------�------_.�----�--� 
.003 .004 .0 05 .00 6  
r 
Figure 24. Concentrati on Ratio versus 
r tor Liquids 
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Since fl represent s atoms per volume , fl2/N repre sents mole 'll JN 
ratio, with N equal to Avogadro ' s number. Therefore mole 
'121 'll fraction is e qual to The Soret coefficient i s  1+ '121 'l l • 
defined by 
1 ln (mole rraction ) c TH-Tc (mole ?raction)H 
where component 2 is the component or interest an� represents 





cf = 1 ln 14 
(J' = . 0063.5 
(J' = . oo.589 
(]' xl03 = 6.1.5 avg 
4. Derivation of Figure 5 
For an atom to be in its ground state , each electron 
or the atom must be in its orbital ground state . The energy 
or each electron is then the energy required to remove the 
ele ctron from its orbit to infinity. This ener'gy i s  called 
the ioni zation potential . In Figure 4J the ioni zation poten­
tial i s  plotted as a function or atomic number, z, for 
vari ous orbits . The sum or the ionization potentials or all 
the electrons in an atom i s  defined as the ele ctronic energy 
of the atom. 
As an example of how the point s were determined for 
Figure 5, consider carbon (Z=6 )  in its ground state . 
Carbon: Z=6 
Ground State Ioni zation Potential 
( electron volts ) 
ls2 2s2 2p2 3p 0 11 .3 
ls2 2s2 2p 2pO i 24.4 
ls2 2s2 ls 0 47. 9  
ls2 2s 2s ..!. 64.5 2 
ls2 ls 0 392. 0 
ls 2si 489.8 
1029 .9 
Carbon : z2 = 36; I . Po = 1029 . 9  EV. 
5. The Calculation of � for Some Systems 
Three representative sys tems will be selected to 
illustrate how ex was calculated. 
Neon-Arson : 
From Fisure 5 
I . P. <X = � El 
•Component 2: Argon (Z=l8 ) 16, 700 4-34 
Component 1 :  Neon ( Z=lO ) 3.P B5o 
•Component 2 i s  always the heav�er one . 
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9Q 
In dealing with molecule s, the calculation of the ele c-
tronic energy of each species become s consi derably more uncer-
tain. However, if it is assumed tbB:t in the formation of a 
molecule from i ts elements ,  the energy change involve s only 
the outer electrons, and then only on the o rder of magnitude 
of the he at of formation, the calculati on method become s more 
rational . For example , the ionizati on potential of the outer 
electron of carbon is seen to be 11 .3 EV. The heat of forma­
tion of C6H6 (L) i's 11, 600 calories  per mole , or about 1/2 
electron volt per molecule . In section 4 of this appendix 
the ele ctronic energy of c arbon was found to be 1, 029 . 9  elec­
tron volts . Noting the po ssible energy changes introduced 
by carbon-hydrogen, carbon-carbon, and the benzene ring form­
ation, i t  would seem reasonable to neglect the se effe cts and 
pro ceed to calculate ex by adding the contribution of each 
atom in the molecule . For the c6H6-c6H5Cl system, 
and 
Carbon ( z=6 ) 
Hydrogen (Zcl ) 
Chlorine { Z=l7 ) 
Ele ctronic Energy, C6H6 
Electronic Energy, C6H,SC1 
From Figure .5 




= 6 ( 1030 )+6 ( 13 . 6 )c6, 260 EV 
= 6 ( 1030 ) +5 ( 13 . 6 )+13, 0.53 
c: 19, 300 EV 
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Therefore 11 
Ionization ot an electrolyte in aqueous solution is 
usually assumed to attect the outer, or valence, electrons 
ot an atom. It has been note d previously that the contribu­
ti on ot the outer electrons to the total electronic energy 
ot an atom is very small . Therefore, the error introduced by 
ignoring the ionization When determining the elec tronic energy 
ot the a tom should be negligible . 
The salt wi ll be assumed to be completely ionized in 
solution . Any devi ation trom thi s wi ll be co rre cted tor by 
v introducing a corre ction factor, - 9 where V is the number i 
ot ions produced at infinite dilution and i is the van ' t 
Hott Factor . The use ot the correction factor i s  illustrated 
in s ection 6 of this appendix . Since electroneutr ality i s  a 
nece ssary conditi on, it will be assumed that stati stically 
the salt migrate s as a neutral molecule ( or ion-associated 
complex ) .  Therefore , 
From Figure 5 
I .P. 
Cadmium ( Z=48 ) 170. 000 EV 
Sulfur ( Z=l6) 12 , 000 
Oxygen ( Z-=8 ) 2. 300 
Hydrogen (Z c:l ) 13 e 6  
and 
Electronic Energy, Cdso4 = 170, 000+12, 000+4 ( 2, 300 ) 
a:: 191 9 000 EV 
Electronic Energy9 H20 = 2 ( �3 e 6 ) +2 , 300 
a: 2, 330 EV 
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6. The Calculation of (X Using the Corre ction Factor, f 
From Robinson and Stoke s ( 26 ) ,  � - <7s" E (/:! -l, where 
¢ i s  the molal osmotic coeffic ie nt .  Sine� the deviation of 
the electrolyte from ideali ty has been imputed to an appare nt 
-
atomic number greater than the li terature value , the correo-
tion is applied as , indicated below . 
Cd* = c:p-l Cd 
S* = cp -1 S· 
0* = cp -1 0 
For a 0 .5 molal solution, ¢ r= .4669 or ¢ -l = •4�6 = 2 . 1  
Specifi cally, 
Cd* -= 2 . 1 (48 )  
sa- = 2 . 1 ( 16 )  
()* = 2 . 1 ( 8 )  
z 
100 . 8  
33 . 6  
16 .8 
*Denotes apparent behavior. 
From Figure 5 
I o P e  
1, 000, 000 
70, 000 
4 ( 14JI OOO ) 
l,v l26, 000 
and 
ex = 1,126,ooo = 483 2, 330 
i. The Calculation ot the "Hershey" Correction Factor 
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The Hershey .factor i s  defined as the correction to the 
atomic number of the e le ctrolyte so that the c oordinates 
( O', CX. )  ot each electrolyte, tall on the c alcula·ted line de­
termined .from Equati on JOt. The Soret coe.f.ficient ,  (J' ,  i s  
the experimental value .  
H20-CdS04: 
The Soret coeffi ci ent .for a 0.50 molal solution ( 0 . 89 
mol pe r cent )  is given by Tanner ( 30 ) as a'xl03c:6.85 . From 
Figure 10 I ex =345 i 9 re quired .for the data point to .fall 
on the calculate d line o Since 
it .follows that 
Z. • HZ, or Cd* � R IC� = H(48 )  
8* • H I S I  c H(l6 ) 
00 c H ( O I  c H( 8 )  
To the nearest tenth, i t  was .found that H • 1 . 8  
•Denote s apparent bebavior o 
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The cal culations are shown be low . 
From Figure 2 
z I . P.  
Cd* = 1 .8 (48 )  86 .4 720, 000 
S* = l a 8 ( 16 )  28 .8 50, 000 
0* = 1. 8 ( 8 )  14.4 1:1:�1011 000� 
810, 000 
The Hershey tact.or = 1 . 8  
•Denote s apparent behavior . 
APPENDIX B 
DERIVATION OF EQJATIONS 30 AND 30L FRCM A 
TAYLOR EXPANSION OF THE INTEGRANDS OF 
EQUATIONS 29 AND 29L 
1 .  Perfect Gas2 Equati on 29 
Let f ( z ) = 
:r •  ( z )  -= 
Ta ln - = Tc 
f ( O )  = 1 
( l+(Xr )  
f1 ( 0 )  
Neglect second order and higher terms . (The error introduced 
by neglecting second order and higher terms will be approxi­
mated at the end of Appendix B . ) Therefore , 
and :from Equation 29 
1/Tc 
J dz 1/Tu Z -
O::rH* 
( l+CXr )2 
1/Tc 
CXrH* J dz 




If the integration is performed and the limits substituted, 
the re sult i s  
Let 
T 
C == ln ..1! Tc 
x = C(r  
l+x = l+CXr 
( B-2 ) 
and substi tute the se quantitie s into Equation B-2 .  With som e 
rearranganent, Equation B-3 can be obtained, 
and finally, 
A - C = - B [ 1 ] [ .xH* J ( l+x) ( l+x )2 
g [ (lixl _ (1+�!2A ] 
g [ (l-A)+(l;2Ajx-Ax2 ] 
(B-3 )  
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( 30 )  
2. Liquids 2 Eguation 29L 






=(l+�rl J 7 -
1/TH 
C = TH-TC 
x = (Xr 
1+x == l+(Xr 
and Equati on B-5g the re sult i s :  
1/Tc 
( l+CXr ) 2  z 
CX rH* f dz 
1/TH (B-4) 
( B-5 ) 
AC = ( l) C - H*.x 2 B l+x ( l+x) 
1 xB H* c C ( l+x-A) / ( l+x)2 
H* c 
C {l-A-Ax) (l+x) 
xB 
B• • i [-Ax+(l·2A)+1;A-] 
or 1"1 nally 
B* = � [ -A(Xr + ( l-2A) + (Ex!) J 
Error Introduced by Negle cting Second Order and Higher 
Terms � the Derivation of Equations 30 and 30L 
Given:  
t ( z ) e 
1 
f ( O )  1 ( l+()(reH*z ) • = l+C(r ' 
Then·· 
r • ( z ) -=  -H*
�reH*z • r •  ( o ) = -H-aCXr 




( B-7 ) 
r•( z ) • dt�izl = � ( -B•(Xr) [ eB*z ( l+CXreB*z ) ·2 ] 
" ( -li*(Xr) [ eli*z( -2 ) ( l+CXre8*z ) -3 (()(rBiteB*z ) 
+ ( l+()(reB*Z )-2 (li*) eB*Z J 
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(B-8 )  
The Taylor series expansion about zero with the LaGrange form 
of the remainder is given by 
where 
f ( z )  = f (O ) + f ' ( O ) z  + R2 
R f11 (X) z2 r-.,., 2 = 2 1 
since zhot � zoold• 
From Equations B-9, B-8, B-7, and B-6, 
(B-9 )  
f(O)+f • ( o)z = 
� (H* ) 2�reH*Z (l-(XreH*Z)/( l+(XreH*Z ) 3 
1 H*<Xrz ( l+(Xr > - ( l+CXr )2 
-z
2(H*)2( CX) (reH*z ) (l-CXreH*z ) 
2 [ ( lof(Xr)-H*CXrz ] ( l+()(reH*z )3 
( l+CXr )2 
(B-10 ) 
As an example of the possi ble error involved in neglecting 
R2# consider the following : 
and 




r r.; 10-3 
reH*z ,.._ lo-4 
H* ,_ 4x102 
2] 
That i s1 the remainder is approximately 5 per cent or the 
first two terms . 
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APPENDIX C 
DERIVATION OF EQUATION 33A FROM 33 
Starting with 
( 33 )  
and 
( 22 )  
Let 
(
Nl +(XN2 A = To V 
B = CXr  
Equation 22 become s 
and 
If Equations 33 and C-1 are combined, the result i s  
Simp1i.t'ying thi s result , 
A BaH*fTB 2TJ32+H!IT -H!ITB-TATB] + [ 2TB2-TATB]] _ !9, 
- v Ta3 ( l+BeHtt/TB ) 2 
102 
whereby the final equation is obtained if A and B are 
replace d by their defined quantitie s an d  the r e sult divided 
by .!l : 
v 
T0 ( l+(X�) [ ()(reH*/Ta [2Ta2+Hit(T,A-Ta ) -T,ATB] + [2Ta2-T,ATal] 1 = 1 - � (33A) Ta3 ( 1+(XreH*/Ta ) 2 
APPENDIX D 
DERIVATION OF ECi]ATION 36 
F.rom Equation 35, 
with Nl•(XB2 Til: :rr:: / ( l+O<: reH*/T ) v 
and 
!l_g_ fl:  H•/T 
1l l  
re 
the . to llowing development 1s obtained: 
( d! l_\ • ( '7h )TA()(rHileH*/TA 
��A T2 (l+C(reH*/TA) 
ld Ti 2 ) "' -r ( 1/ l )Ti'*"H*fTA dT TA TA2 ( l+CXreH*/TA) 




(D-2 )  
(D-3 ) 
(D-4) 
Combining Equati ons D-19 D-4, 21 and 22, wi th some 
s�pliticati on, Equation 36 re sult s :  
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l = ( 36 )  
APPENDIX E 
THE DETERMINATION OF OSMOTIC COEFF1CIENTS 
WHERE NO DATA ARE AVAILABLE 
For electrolytes where no osmotic coe ffici ent s  are 
available , Prutton and Maron ( 27 )  state that it is pos sible 
to approximate the se data by clas sifying the electrolyte . 
For example , with V and C representing the number of ions 
pro duce d  at infinite dilution ( VK2804
=3 ) and molar con­
centration, respective ly, and qD the o smotic coefficient, a 
plot of ( 1-qD) versus Vc yields a family of curves .  
It  i s  found that uni-univalent electrolyte s generally coin­
cide , di-divalent salts likewise behave similarly, and so 
on for other combinations . It is  thus possible to find 
osmotic coefficient s for Zr (No3 )4 and Hf ( No3 )4 from 
the data of Th( No3 }4• 
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TABLE VIII  
OSMOTIC COEFFICIENTS, 
REF. ( 26 )  
( 25°C .  )*  
Mol % ¢ Mol % Salt Heavy Salt Heavy 
Com:e.  Com:e. 
0 . 89 . 899 0 . 89 
KCl 1 . 77 . 897 CoS04 1 . 77 3 . 85 . 918 3 . 85 
0 .89 . 921 0 . 89 .469 
NaCl 1 . 77 . 936 CuS04 1 . 70 .461 3 . 85 . 990 
0 .89  . 904 0 . 89 .522 
KBr 1 . 70 . 907 MgS04 1 . 79 .525 3 . 85 . 9.34 3 . 85 . 72.3 
0 .89 . 917 0 . 89 ·475 
KI 1 .A6 . 926 NiS04 1 . 92 ·i59 .3 .  5 . 965 ) . 85 • 49 
0 . 89 . 952 0 . 89 .48.3 
Nai 1 . 77 . 991 ZnS04 1 . 80 ·�78 ) . 85 1 . 104 3 . 85 • 59 
0 . 89 . 9.33 0 . 89 . 690 
NaBr 1 . 77 . 958 Na2so4 1 .A6 . 642 3 . 85 1. 048 ) . 5 . 628 
0 . 89 .864 0 . 89 . 811 
BaCl2 1 . 78 . 9.34 AgN0.3 1 . 77 . 7�2 ,3 . 85 1 . 160 ,3 . 85 1 . 1  9 
0 . 89 .899 0 . 89 . 606 
Sr012 1 .�7 1 . 009 Pb ( N03 ) 2 1 . 77 .5.3.3 .3 .  5 1 • .37.3 .3 . 85 
0 .89 . 677 0 . 89 . 817 
( NH4) 2S04 1 . 80 . 640 KN0.3 1 . 77 . 756 3 . 85 . 624 ,3 . 85 . 6.50 
0 . 89 .466 0 . 89 
cd8o4 1 . 79 - 4.52 NaNo3 1 . 77 3 . 85 .591 3 .85 
*There i s  a slight variation with temperature . 
APPENDIX F 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE USE OF AN "AVERAGE" VALUE OF H* 
OVER THE FINITE INTERVAL.11 TH� Tc IN fl2 =reH-t/T �1 
From the experimental data shown in Figure 12, it ap­
pe ar� that a suitable equati on describing the linearity of 
the data i s  
This sugge sts 






.!L - a - bTc+bTH Tc TH 
(F-1 ) 
(F-2 )  
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or 
(P-1 )  
Wbich confirms the choice of Ho in Equation F-2 . 
With H* a function or T, it was desirable to investi­




1/TH J z2( l+CX:Httz ) 
t 
M = 
(1).  H* i a  not a function of temperature, and 
(2)  l!O • a-bT2 
for cuao4 
TB a 333°K; zH = T1 = 3 . ooxlo-3 
T0 • 277°K; z0 • � = 3. 6lxlo-3 
THTC • 9. 22xlo4 
So that from Figqre 12, 
ex .  480 -r • o0013 
(f • s. 22x1o·J a • 338 
H* c 481 b a: 1.5o 2xlo-4 
Bo/T0 �-bTc ( 'l a('Tll>c • r e . Ill r e 0 
Ho/TH �H·bTH < 1l2/ Yl 1 )H • r e • r e 
Pram the above information: . r a: .00332 . 
( 29-L) 
By graphical integration, it wi ll be shown that 
� 






' = 1/TH J z2 ( l;'i"eH*Z ) 
The cal culations are shown in Table IX and the plot 
of the information appears in Figure 25 .  I t  i s  obvious 
that the error introduced is  negligible . 
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TABLE IX 
SUMMARY OF GRAPHICAL INTEGRATION CALCULATIONS 
( 1 )  ( 2 )  ( 3 )  (4 )  .{? )  ( 6 )  ( 7 ) ( 8 )  ( 9 )  
z2 
H*Z - - 1 
z H* 1I*Z e (X"f( 5 )  1+ ( 6 )  ( 2 ) ( 7 )  TB'> 
3 . oo x 1o-3 9 .oo x 1o-6 481. 1 .443 4-233 2 . 64 3 . 64 32 . 8  X 10-6 3 . 0_5 X 104 
3 . 1  " 9 . 61 " 481 1 . 491 4 -�2 2 . 77 3 . 77 36 . 2  n 2 . 76 n 
3 . 2  n 10 . 2  II 481 1 . 539 4· 0 2 . 91 3 . 91 39 .8  fl 2 • .51 n 
3 . 3  n 10 . 9 .  " 481 1 • .587 4. 889 3 . 05 4 -0.5 fili·1 n 2 . 27 II 3 .4 n 11 . 6  n 481 1 . 635 5 . 13 3 . 20 4 . 20 4 . 7  II 2 . 0.5 II 
3 • .5 " 12 . 2  n 481 1 . 68i .5 . 39 3 .36 4 . 36 53 . 2  n 1 . 88 n -3 . 61 " 13 . 0  n 481 1 . 73 .5 . 67 3 -.54 4 . .54 .59 . 0  n 1 . 69 n 
ex = 480 r = . oo13 a z; = . 624 
( 1 )  ( 2 )  ( 3 )  (4 )  ( .5 )  ( 6 )  ( 7 )  ( 8 )  . ( 9 )  
1 1 ( 4 )  
z2 ( 7 )  
1 
z aZ b ( Z )  ( 2 ) - ( 3 )  e C( r ( .5 )  1+ ( 6 )  ('8 ) 
333 1 . 01ft .506 .508 1. . 662 2 . 6� ) . 6ft 32 .8  x lo-6 ) . 0_5 X 104 322 1 . 0tt .48 9  • .559 1 . 749 2 . 7  3 . 7  36 .3  II 2 . 7.5 " 312 1 . 0  2 -474 . 608 1 . 837 2 . 92 3 . 92 40 .0  " 2 .50 n 
303 1 . 11.5 .460 . 65.5 1 . 92.5 3 .06 4 .06 flli · 2 II 2 . 26 II - -29i 1 .1a9 ·447 . 702 2. 018 3 . 21 4 . 21 4 . 8  II 2 . 0.5 n � 28 1 . 1  3 .435 - 748 2 . 113 3 - 37 4- 37 53 . 3  " 1 . 88 " 
277 1 . 220 .421 . 799 2 . 223 3.54 4 -.54 59 . 0  II 1 . 69 II 





3 . 0  
2 . 8 
2 . 4 �------�--��--���--��------�------� 
f (i!)x lo· 4  
3 .0 3 . 1  3 . 2  3 . 3 3 . 4  
i- X I 0 5  
Figure 25 . Graphical Integration Solution or 
Equa t1 on 29-L 
3 . 5 
so that 
APPENDIX G 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE ASSUMPTION THAT 
d�2 AND 
d
�l ARE CONSTANT OVER THE TH,TA INTERVAL 
For dilute solutions, where 1/ 2 << 'Ill ' 
d (� ) "Il l 
dT 
Therefore, for 
by the calculation procedure described in Chapter II , 
( 1l 21 7l l ) c = • 00641 
( Jl2/ 7l 1 )H = . 00598 
TA = 285°K 
cr xlo3 = 5. 79 
( G-1 )  
(G-2) 
Figure 26 and Equation G-2 illustrate the reasonablenes s  of 









Figure 26 . 
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E o 2 SPECULATION ON THE SI GNIFICANCE OF CK = -�0 
The evaluation of ex from was based on 
the postulation that the total energy of an atom could be ex­
pres sed as the linear sum of its various c omponents of this 
energy, that i s ,  translational ,�� rotati onal,�� vibrati onal , elec­
tronic ,  etc. The fUrther speculation as to the general form 
of the partiti on function corre sponding to each energy term 
together wi th the equipartition principl e led to 
C( = E2 o 
Elo 
where E0 i s  the electronic energy and the subscripts refer 
to a particular component . A question of the s ignificance 
of electronic energy when dealing with transport proce sses  
is  pertinent, particularly at the "ordinary " temperature with 
which thermal diffusion is concerned. An attempt  will be  
made here to impute to ex some significance which is  not 
re adily apparent . 
In gener al ,  the partition fUnction for a gas atom i s  
written as  
and at t he usual temperatures,  PELECT and PNUc are dismissed 
11$ 
as irrelevant since the atom is as sumed in its ground state 
as tar as ele ctronic and nuclear energies of the atom are 
concerned. By definition, 
�CT E 0; 
E 0 ;  
PELECT - g 
Iii 1 
where g is  the degeneracy. 
The qpes tion that naturally ari s es from this regards 
the validity ot assigning a value of zero to these energy 
terms ( electronic and nuclear ) when one is  dealing with a 
single spe cie in a system . In ettect a zero point ot energy 
is being define d tor the atom� B e 0 when the atom is at 
re st (translatio� rotation, etc . ) and in it s electronic and 
nuclear ground s tate. However� suppose there are two species 
of atoms in the system . How then does the zero point of 
energy tor specie 2 compare with that of specie 11 What i s  
the significance ot assigning BELECTcO tor specie  l,  when 
it i s  ne ce s sary .to evaluate a quantity such as (�LECT ) 2/ 
(�CT ) lt While pondering thi s problem , consider also  that 
there is a relationship between intermolecular force s and 
ele ctronic energies . Shouldn1 tD therefore , it be pos sible to 
expre ss  intermolecular forces· and interactions in terms . ot 
ele ctronic energies? In an attempt to rationalize what ap­
pears to be a confusing si tuation, a spe culative me chanism 
tor molecular interactions will be  proposed  below together 
with a cons istent definition of the zero of energy.  
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Consider a system composed of atoms of species 1 and 2 .  
The zero point of energy wi ll b e  defined a s  �0 when the 
atom is  at rest { translation, rotation, etc a4 i s  located at 
infinity with re spect to its nearest  neighbors and i s  in its 
electronic and nuclear ground state . Now allow two atoms to 
approach each other .  It  i s  proposed that the r e sulting inter­
action conforms to the "square well" type of diagram, as 
shown in Figure 27 . 
Potential 
Energy 0 - - - - - - -
0 
r 
Figure 27 o  "Square Well" Interaction Between 
Two Atoms 
At distance s greater than rc, the two atom s  do not 
exert any influence upon each other and the total ene rgy of 
each atom is  gi ven by the sum of its translation, vibration, 
and rotational c omponents .  However, at rc, and until rm , 
there i s  an interaction between atoms--an interact ion which 
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i s  proporti onal to the electronic energy of e ach atom. The 
total energy of e ach at om is there fore given by 




If it i s  intuitively felt that EINTERACTION should vary 
over the rm , rc range,  then let it be asserted that this 
variation is small enough to allow an average value to be 
used over the rm , rc range . 
It was on the basi s of the abov e discus sion that the 
final re sult , [X =  
E2° , was derived. It is propos ed that 
El
o 





Tables X and XI are tabulations or original data . 
They are compiled rrom pages 1251-1254 or the Original Record 
or Research• Volume v. Department or Chemical and Metallur­
gic al Engineering. The University o£ Tenne ssee .  Knoxville . 
Tenne s see . 
TABLE X 
TABULATION OF ORIGINAL DATA, SINGLE SALT 
Spectrophotometer Reading Temperature 
C% Transmittancy) System ( OF. ) 
Run II Initi ated Terminated Initial Cold Hot Hot . Cold 
1 June 7 June 9 50 . 3  44 . 0  Cuso4-H20 139 . 0  40 . 0  2 June 9 June 10 49. 8  43 -5 
- II 139 .5  40 . 0  
3 June 10 June 11 50 . 0  44- 0 60 . 0  " 140 . 0  40 .5  . 
� June 11 June 12 50 .0 45. 0  62 . 0  ,, 140 .5 40 . 5  . June 12 June 12 50 . 5  48 . 0  59 . 0  " 140 .5 40 . 0  -
6 June 14 June 14 50 . 5  47 .5 6o .5  " 140 . 0  40 . 0  . 
7 June 1� June 15 �2 . 5  40 . 0  57 .5  " 140 . 0  40 .0  . 8 June 1 June 19 2 .5  79 . 0  83 . 0  " 140 . 0  40 . 0  -
9 June 19 June 20 84. 0  85 .5 " 140 . 0  40 . 0  -
10 June 20 June 21 51 .5  48 . 0  6o . o  CoS04-H20 140 .5  40 . 0  
11 June 21 June 22 7 9 . 0  75. 0  81 .5  " " II 
12 June 22 June 24 85 . 0  81 .5  86 . 5 " , " - . -
13 June 24 June 25 66 . 0  62 .5  73 . 0  " fl ft . -
14 June 25 June 26 75. 0  71 .5  81 . 0  CuS04-H20 " u -
15 June 26 June 27 82.5 79 . 0  87 . 0  " " " - -
22 July 1 July 2 i6 .o 43 .5 53 . 0 " 100 . 0  40 . 0  -23 July 2 July 3 o . o  56 .5  65 .5 n " " -
24 July 3 July i 76 . 0  73 . 0. 78 .5  " fl " - . . 25 July i July i5 .5 40 . 0  59 . 0 " 159 . 0  59 . 0  -26 July July A 2 . 5  55 . 0  73 . 0  II " " -27 July A July 83 .5  78 . 5  88 . 0  " " " . - . 28 July July 9 53 . 0  50 . 5  64 . 0  Co�04-H20 " fl . 
29 July 9 July 10 69 .5  63 .5 76 . 5 " " - -
30 July 10 July 11 85 .5  82 . 0  88 .5  " " " - -




Run II Initiated 
16 June 27 
18 June 29 
19 June 30 
31 July 11 
33 July 13 
TABLE XI 
TABULATION OF ORIGINAL DATA, MIXED SALTS 
Terminate d  Initial 
June 28 85 • .5 
June 30 76 . 0  
July 1 82 . 0  
July 12 76 . 0  
July 14 85.5  
Spe c .  Reading 
(% Trans . )  
CuSO� 
Hot Co d 
89 . 0  83 . 0  
82  • .5 72 • .5 
86  • .5 79 . 0  
82 . 0  73 . 0  
87 .5 81 .5  
Initial 
79 . 0  
88 .5  
84 . 0  
88 . 0  
7 9  • .5 
Spec . Reading 
C% Trans . )  Temp . 
CuSO� . ( OF . ) 
Hot Co d 
83 • .5 77 . 0  
91 . 0  87 . 0  
87 . 0  82 • .5 
90 . 5  86 . 0  

























DATA BY F ISHER ( 13) - - -- - - - -- - - -
Cu so4@ 100m .,a 
' ' 
- - - - - - -- -
co so4@ 525 m� 
cu so4 @ 525 • 0. 073 
coso4@ 7 0 0 • 0. 1 5 5  
I 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0 . 4 0. 5 0. 8 0.7 
M O L A R I T Y  




SAMPLE CALCULMIO NS 
1 .  Calculation or the Soret Coerrici ent, (} , 
tor a Single Salt, CuS04 
From original data on page 1270 or the Original Record 
or Research, Volume V, 
( 1 )  Initi al reading, % transmittancy = 45 . 0  
( 2 ) % transmittancy, cold wall 
( 3 ) % transmittancy , hot wall 
(4 )  Temperature dirrerence = 100°F 
(.5 )  Absorption cell thi ckness  
( 6 )  Absorbancy coefficient , 
hot w all 
( 7 )  Absorbancy coe fficient , 
cold wall 
( 8 }  Salt concentration, hot wall 
( 9 ) Salt concentration, cold wall 
( 10 )  Mole fraction, hot wall 
= 39 . 8 
= 58 . 8  
= .5.5 . 6°C 
= 0 . 097 cm100 
= loglO item (3} 
item ( .5 )  
= 2.38 100 
= log10 item (2 ) 
item { .5 )  
= 4 .12 
= _....:i::.;t::.;:e;.:m::......J.( .:;.6 "-) __ absorbancy index 
= � = • 392 g.moles 6 . 07 liter 
= ...,...--=i:.::t.=.:em::.....::(u.7-4-) __ _ absorbancy index 
= �-12 = 69.5 s.moles . 93 • liter 
= ------�i�t�e�m�(�8�>�-­
item (8 )+1000 g .  HzO mw H20 
. 392 = . 00700 = . 392+55. 6  
( 11 )  Mole fraction, cold wall = ------�i�t�e�m�(�9�> --�� 
( 9 ) 
1000 g .H20 
( 12 ) Sore t co effie ie nt , cf 
item + mw H20 
= . 69.2 . 695 + 5.5 . 6  
= .0124 
= 1 1 item Item ( 4) n �i-i-te;..;;m--.;�+ 
1 . 0124 . = 55:b ln . 00700 
= 10. 2xlo-3 °c-1 
2 .  Calculation of the Soret Coefficient , (} , for 
CuS04 and Coso4 in a Mixed Salt Solution 
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From original data on page 1279 of the Original Record 
of Rese arch, Volume V.  
(1 )  Initial reading, % transmittancy = 60 . 0  
( 2 ) % transmittancy, Cuso4, hot wall = 10 . 0  
( 3 )  % transmittancy, CuS04, cold wall = 55.5 
(4) % transmittancy, CoS04, hot wall = 68 . 1  
(5 ) % transmittancy, Coso4, cold wall = 56.5 
( 6 )  Temperatur e difference = 100°F = 55. 6°0 
( 7 )  A�sorption c ell thickne s s  = 0 . 097 em 
( 8 )  Absorbancy coefficient , CuSo4 = 
log1o item (2) 
hot wall item ( 7 )  
100 
( 9 )  Absorbancy coeffici ent , CuS04 
cold wall 
= 1 . 60 
= loglO 1te;oy3) 
item ( 7 )  
= 2 . 64 
100 
( 10 )  Absorbancy coerrici ent , Coso4 = 
log10 item (4) 
hot wall item ( 7 }  
( 11 )  Absorbancy coerricient, Coso4 = 
loglO item (5) 
cold wall item ( 7 }  
100 
c 2 . $6 
(12) Salt concentration, cuso4, hot wall : 
abs .  index x item ( 8 }  _ abs , index x item ( lO }  CoS04@$25mu CoS04@700mu 




= <4.88 ) (1 . 60 ) - ( . 155) { 1 .72 } 250 g,moles {b. l6J {4,88} - { . 155J { , 073J = • liter 
( 13 )  Salt conc entration, cuso4, c old wall : 
abs ,  index it ( 9 ) abs . index it ( ll )  
c 
CoS04®$2$mu 
x em - CoS04@700mu 
x em 
abs .  index abs . index abs .  index xabs , _ index CuS04@700mu
xcoso4®525mu
-CoS04®700mu CuS040525mu 
= <4.88 ) ( 2 ,64) -( ol55 ) (2.56) = o422 g.mole s {b,06J {4.8BJ -{ , 155J { , 073} liter 
( 14 )  Salt concentration, Coso4, hot wall : 
abs .  index it  ( lO )  _ abs .  index x item ( 8 )  CuS040100mu x em CuS04®$2$mu 




( 6 .16 ) ( 1 . 72 ) -{ , 073 ) (1 , 60 ) 348 g.moles = (6,16J {4,88 } - { , 155J { , 073 l = • li ter 
( 15 )  Salt concentr ation, CoS04, cold wall:  
abs ,  index . abs . index 
CUS04@700mu 
x item ( 11 )  - CuS04@$25mu 
x item ( 9 )  
= �--��--����------����--�--��--abs .  index xabs .  index abs ,  index abs ,  index CuS04@700mu CoS04®525mu - CoS04@700muxCuS04®$2$mu 
12$ 
� � 6 . 06� �2 .§6 � - ( . 073 ) ( 2 . 64� _ 518 g.mole s 6 . o6 4. 8 -( .155) ( .073 - • liter 
( 16 ) Mole fraction� cuso4, hot wall : ·  
item (12 ) = item ( 12 )  + item ( 14) + 1000 g .H20 mw H20 
= ----�·2�50�-----
.250 + o 348 + 55 . 6  
= . 00445 
( 17 ) Mol e frac tion, CUS04, cold wall : 
= item (13)  
item ( 13 )  + item ( 15 )  + 1000 g.H?O mw H20 
= -�22 .422 + • 18 + 55.6 = . 00748 
( 18 )  Mole frac tion, Coso4, ho t  wall : 
= 
item (14) 
item ( 14) + item ( 12 )  + 1000 g.H20 
mw H20 
= -�48 
. 348 + .2  0 + 55.6 = .00620 
(19 )  'ole fraction, Coso4 cold wall: 
= i tem (15 ) 1000 g.H�O 
item ( 15 ) + item (13 ) +  mw H2 
. 00917 
( 20 )  S t ffi i t Cuso 1 ln item �lb ) ore coe c en , 4 = item (6) item 1 ) 
II: --l_ • 00746 
55 . 6  ln . 00445 
= 9 . 33xlo-3 °c-1 
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( 21 )  Sore t coefficient, Coso4 - -----.,-...:
1:......,_ 1 i tam ( 19 ) Item (6) n .;;oi-rte�m;;;;..,-;(�1::.;t8""") 
= �. 1n . 00917 ;;;;J e U o 00620 
= 7 . 07 
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APPENDIX C 
CALCULATIONS INVOLVED IN THE LINEAR CORRELATIONS 
OF FIGURES 16 AND 17 
1 .  Linear Correlation of CuSO� Data of Figure 16 
Let 
x = initial spectrophotometer reading , % transmission 
where 
y = hot side 





The £ollowing equations are given by Croxton ( 9 )  
I :  l: y=Na + b l::x 
II : [ xy=a [x + b [x2 
I ' : [ z = Na ' + b ' L:x 
II 1 : L x Z = a 1 L x + b 1 L x2 
y = a + bx 
Z = a ' + b 1 x 
The standard deviation is  defined by 
By,x =l/tz.2-!a L'fi + b L.yl 
The £ollowing table summarizes  the calculations . 
" 
n 
( C-1 ) 
( C-2 ) 
( C-3 ) 
( C-4) 
( C-5 )  
( C-6 ) 
( C-7 )  












SUMMARY OF LINEAR CORRELATION CALCULATIONS, CuS04 
Temp . 
Range X 
( OF. ) 
140°-40° 50 . 0  
n 42.5 
n 75 . 0  
" 82 .5 -.. 85 .5 
fl 76 . 0  . 
fl 82 . 0  
159<?-59° i5 . 5  
n 2 .5  
If 83 .5 -
-
*Mixed salt 
L X = 68.5 . 0  
[ Y = 764 .5  
L: z = 642.5 
y z xy 
61 . 0  44·0 3050 . 0  
57 .5 40 . 0  2443 .8  
81 . 0  71 .5 6075 . 0  
87 . 0  �9 . 0  7177 -5 
89. 0  3 . 0  7609 .5 
82 .5 12 .5 6270 . 0  
86 .5 79 . 0  7093 . 0  
59 . 0  40 . 0  2684 .5 
13 . 0  55 . 0  4562 . 5  
88 . 0  78 .5 7348 . 0  
L X  y = 54, 313 .8 
L X z = 46, 676 .8 
N = 10 
x2 y2 
2500 . 0  3721 . 0  
1806 . 2  3306 . 2  
5625 . 0  6561 . 0  
6806 . 2  7569 . 0  
7310 . 2  7921 . 0  
5776. 0  6806 . 2  
6724 . 0  7482 . 2  
2070 . 2  3481 . 0  
3906 . 2  5329 . 0  
6972. 2 7744 . 0  
[ x2 = 49, 496 . 2  
[ y2 = 59, 92o . 6  
L z2 = 44, 062 . 6  
z2 
1936 . 0  
1600 . 0  
5112 . 2  
62�1 . 0  
68 9 . 0  
5256 . 2  
6241 . 0  
1600 . 0  
3025 . 0  
6162 . 2  
If Equations C-1 and C-2 are solved simultaneously, the result i s  
Y = 24• 7  + 0 . 756 X 
Similarly, C-3 and C-4 yield 
z. = -6 . 69 + 1 .04 X 
xz 
2200 . 0  
1700 . 0  
5362 . 5  
6517 .5 
7096 .5 
5510. 0  
6478 . 0  
1820 . 0  
3437 .5 
6554. 8  
( C-8 ) 




The standard deviation Sy.x i s  calculated from C-7 
with a and b values from c-8 and N=lO . In Equation C-7, 
if y, a and b are replaced in C-7 by z, I 
' 
a and b '  and C-9 
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I t is used to obtain a and b , Equation C-7 will yield Sz .x• 
These results are summari zed below: 
2 .  Linear Correlation of coso4 Data of Figure 17 
Equati ons C-1 - C-7 are applicable . The method of 
calculation i s  exactly as before . The results are summarized 
in Table XIII . 
TABLE XIII 
SUMMARY OF LINEAR CORRELATION CALCULATIONS, Coso4 
Temp . 
Run No .  Range 





*16 " . 
*18 " 





*Mixed sal t  
l: x = 741 . 0  
L Y = 791 .5 
E z = 709 .5 
X y z xy 
51 .5 60 . 0  
79 . 0  81 .5 
85 . o  86 .5 
48 . 0  3090 . 0  
75 . 0  6438 .5 
81 .5 7352 .5 
66 . 0  73 . 0  
79 . 0  83 .5 
62 .5 �818 . 0  
77 . 0  596 .5 
88 .5 91 .. 0 87 . 0  8053 .5 
' 84. 0  87 . 0  
53 . 0  6� . 0  
69 . 5  7 .5 
85.5 88 . 5  
82.5 7308 . 0  
50 .. 5 3392 . 0  
63 .5 5316. 8  
82 . 0  7566 . 8  
L X y = 59, 932 . 6  
L X z = 54 . 262 . 7  
N = 10 
Y = 21 .4 + 0 . 780 X 
Z = -5 . 13 + 1 . 03 X 
sy.x = 1 . 15 
Sz .x = 1 . 04 
xz 
2472 . 0  
5925 . 0  
6927 .5 il25 .o  
083 . 0  
7699 .5 
6930 . 0  
2676.5 
4413 . 2  
7011 . 0  
x2 y-2 
2652 . 2  3600 . 0  
6241 . 0  6642 . 2  
7225 . 0  7482 . 2  �356 . 0  5329 . 0  
241 . 0  6972 . 2  
7832 . 2  8281 . 0  
7056 . 0  7570 . 0 
2809 . 0  4096 . 0  
4830 . 2  5852 . 2  
7310 . 2  7832 . 2  
L x2 = 56, 552 . 8  
[ y2 = 63, 657 . 0  
[ z2 = 52, 088 . 0  
z2 
2304 . 0  
562$ . 0  
6642. 2  
3906. 2  
5929 . 0  
7569 . 0  
6806 . 2  
2550 . 2  
4032 . 2  
6724 . 0  
I-' 
\.t.) I-' 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 




LIST OF SYMBOLS 
Variable defined in Equation 25a and 25 L-a 
Variable defined in Equation 25b and 25 L-b 
Variable defined in Equation 25c and 25 L-c 
Coefficient of thermal diffusion of the i th component, 
Equation 1 .  
Coefficient of ordinary diffusion o f  the i th compon­
ent, Equation 1 .  
Er, Es Energy of atoms in states r and s respect-ively, Equation ) .  
Ei j  Energy of an atom of component, i ,  i n  energy level, j .  
E Total energy of· the system 
E1o ,E2° Electronic energy of components 1 and 2 respectively 
F Repulsive force between gas atoms 
H* Defined by Equation 21 
Diffusive flux of the i th component, Equation 1 .  
Length of the cell along temperature gradient 
Mol fraction at cold and hot side respectively, 
Equation 2 .  
Ratio of the number of atoms in energy states r and s ,  
Eq,uation 3 .  
Total number of atoms of component i, 1 ,  2 respec­
tively. 
Partition function for i th component , Equation 1 
Vapor pr_essure change 
;} 
. - l9 pi 
Cross sectional area of the cell 
134 
S·y .x Standard deviation or y as a runction or x, Equation E-7 
T Temperature , Equation 1 
TH' Tc Temperature of hot and cold sides re spectively 
T0 Initial temperature of the system 
TA,TB Intermediate temperatures between Tg and Tc 
�Tb Boiling point change 
�T Temperature gradient , Equation 2 
�Tf Free zing point change 
V Volume of the cell 
X Linear di stance along the cell ; mol fraction 
Z Atomic number 
' a, a 
b ,b 1 
I c , c 
d 
Constants, Equations 




16 , 32-36 
32-36 
e Base of natural logarithms, Equation 3 
t Functional notation 
8r1 8s Stati stical weights of energy levels r and s ,  Equation 3 
h Planck' s  constant 
i van• t Hoff Factor 
k Boltzmann ·constant 
m Mas s ;  molality 
� 
n Unit normal vector, Equation 1 
r Intermolecular distance ; constant, Equation 16 
I I I  I l l  r, r , r  , r  Constants ,  Equations 46-50 
135 
I I I S I I I Constants, Equations 46-50 s , s , s  ' 
ts Time of implementation of the temperature gradient 
tf Time at steady state 
t, t ' , t ' ' , t ' ' ' Constant s ,  Equations 46-50 
X 
X 
Linear dimension along temperature gradient 
Initial spectrophotometer reading 




z Cold si de spectrophotometer reading at steady state 
� �1� �2� Ratio electronic energies of two components 2""1 1 
)3 Reciprocal of kT 
�1,�2 Atoms per unit volume of components 1 and 2 respectively � i j  Number of atoms 
per unit volume 
T/ in Number of atoms 
per unit volume 
1<., 1<. ' Constants 
\ 1 , \ J '  v v Constants 
of component, 
of component, 
i , at energy level, j ,  
i , at energy level , n, 
V Number of atoms produced by electrolyte at infinite 
dilution 
S i Mol fraction of the ith component, Equation 1 
7T ·  Osmotic  pres sure 
P· Molar Densi ty, Equ ation 1 
CJ Soret coefficient, Equation 2 
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